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Cuando emprendas tu viaje a I´taca When you set sail for Ithaca,
pide que el camino sea largo, wish for the road to be long,
lleno de aventuras, lleno de experiencias. full of adventures, full of knowledge.
No temas a los lestrigones ni a los c´ıclopes The Lestrygonians and the Cyclopes,
ni al cole´rico Poseido´n, an angry Poseidon do not fear.
seres tales jama´s hallara´s en tu camino, You will never find such on your path,
si tu pensar es elevado, si selecta if your thoughts remain lofty, and your spirit
es la emocio´n que toca tu esp´ıritu y tu cuerpo. and body are touched by a fine emotion.
Ni a los lestrigones ni a los c´ıclopes The Lestrygonians and the Cyclopes,
ni al salvaje Poseido´n encontrara´s, a savage Poseidon you will not encounter,
si no los llevas dentro de tu alma, if you do not carry them within your spirit,
si no los yergue tu alma ante ti. if your spirit does not place them before you.
Pide que el camino sea largo. Wish for the road to be long.
Que muchas sean las man˜anas de verano Many the summer mornings to be when
en que llegues -¡con que´ placer y alegr´ıa!- with what pleasure, what joy
a puertos nunca vistos antes. you will enter ports seen for the first time.
Detente en los emporios de Fenicia Stop at Phoenician markets,
y hazte con hermosas mercanc´ıas, and purchase the fine goods,
na´car y coral, a´mbar y e´bano nacre and coral, amber and ebony,
y toda suerte de perfumes sensuales, and exquisite perfumes of all sorts,
cuantos ma´s abundantes perfumes sensuales puedas. the most delicate fragrances you can find.
Ve a muchas ciudades egipcias To many Egyptian cities you must go,
a aprender, a aprender de sus sabios. to learn and learn from the cultivated.
Ten siempre a I´taca en tu mente. Always keep Ithaca in your mind.
Llegar all´ı es tu destino. To arrive there is your final destination.
Mas no apresures nunca el viaje. But do not hurry the voyage at all.
Mejor que dure muchos an˜os It is better for it to last many years,
y atracar, viejo ya, en la isla, and when old to rest in the island,
enriquecido de cuanto ganaste en el camino rich with all you have gained on the way,
sin aguantar a que I´taca te enriquezca. not expecting Ithaca to offer you wealth.
I´taca te brindo´ tan hermoso viaje. Ithaca has given you the beautiful journey.
Sin ella no habr´ıas emprendido el camino. Without her you would not have set out on the road.
Pero no tiene ya nada que darte. Nothing more does she have to give you.
Aunque la halles pobre, I´taca no te ha engan˜ado. And if you find her poor, Ithaca has not deceived you.
As´ı, sabio como te has vuelto, con tanta experiencia, Wise as you have become, with so much experience,
entendera´s ya que´ significan las I´tacas. you must already have understood what Ithacas mean.
Ithaca, 1911
Konstantinos P. Kavafis
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Abstract
The creation of atlases, or digital models where information from dif-
ferent subjects can be combined, is a field of increasing interest in
biomedical imaging. When a single image does not contain enough
information to appropriately describe the organism under study, it is
then necessary to acquire images of several individuals, each of them
containing complementary data with respect to the rest of the compo-
nents in the cohort. This approach allows creating digital prototypes,
ranging from anatomical atlases of human patients and organs, ob-
tained for instance from Magnetic Resonance Imaging, to gene expres-
sion cartographies of embryo development, typically achieved from
Light Microscopy.
Within such context, in this PhD Thesis we propose, develop and val-
idate new dedicated image processing methodologies that, based on
image registration techniques, bring information from multiple indi-
viduals into alignment within a single digital atlas model. We also
elaborate a dedicated software visualization platform to explore the
resulting wealth of multi-dimensional data and novel analysis algo-
rithms to automatically mine the generated resource in search of bio-
logical insights.
In particular, this work focuses on gene expression data from devel-
oping zebrafish embryos imaged at the cellular resolution level with
Two-Photon Laser Scanning Microscopy. Disposing of quantitative
measurements relating multiple gene expressions to cell position and
their evolution in time is a fundamental prerequisite to understand
embryogenesis multi-scale processes. However, the number of gene
expressions that can be simultaneously stained in one acquisition is
limited due to optical and labeling constraints. These limitations mo-
i
tivate the implementation of atlasing strategies that can recreate a
virtual gene expression multiplex.
The developed computational tools have been tested in two different
scenarios. The first one is the early zebrafish embryogenesis where the
resulting atlas constitutes a link between the phenotype and the geno-
type at the cellular level. The second one is the late zebrafish brain
where the resulting atlas allows studies relating gene expression to
brain regionalization and neurogenesis. The proposed computational
frameworks have been adapted to the requirements of both scenarios,
such as the integration of partial views of the embryo into a whole
embryo model with cellular resolution or the registration of anatom-
ical traits with deformable transformation models non-dependent on
any specific labeling.
The software implementation of the atlas generation tool (Match-
IT) and the visualization platform (Atlas-IT) together with the gene
expression atlas resources developed in this Thesis are to be made
freely available to the scientific community.
Lastly, a novel proof-of-concept experiment integrates for the first
time 3D gene expression atlas resources with cell lineages extracted
from live embryos, opening up the door to correlate genetic and cel-
lular spatio-temporal dynamics.
ii
Resumen
La creacio´n de atlas, o modelos digitales, donde la informacio´n de dis-
tintos sujetos puede ser combinada, es un campo de creciente intere´s
en imagen biome´dica. Cuando una sola imagen no contiene suficientes
datos como para describir apropiadamente el organismo objeto de es-
tudio, se hace necesario adquirir ima´genes de varios individuos, cada
una de las cuales contiene informacio´n complementaria respecto al
resto de componentes del grupo. De este modo, es posible crear pro-
totipos digitales, que pueden ir desde atlas anato´micos de o´rganos
y pacientes humanos, adquiridos por ejemplo mediante Resonancia
Magne´tica, hasta cartograf´ıas de la expresio´n gene´tica del desarrollo
de embrionario, t´ıpicamente adquiridas mediante Microscop´ıa O´ptica.
Dentro de este contexto, en esta Tesis Doctoral se introducen, de-
sarrollan y validan nuevos me´todos de procesado de imagen que,
basa´ndose en te´cnicas de registro de imagen, son capaces de alin-
ear ima´genes y datos provenientes de mu´ltiples individuos en un solo
atlas digital. Adema´s, se ha elaborado una plataforma de visual-
izacio´n espec´ıficamente disen˜ada para explorar la gran cantidad de
datos, caracterizados por su multi-dimensionalidad, que resulta de
estos me´todos. Asimismo, se han propuesto novedosos algoritmos de
ana´lisis y miner´ıa de datos que permiten inspeccionar automa´ticamente
los atlas generados en busca de conclusiones biolo´gicas significativas.
En particular, este trabajo se centra en datos de expresio´n gene´tica del
desarrollo embrionario del pez cebra, adquiridos mediante Microscop´ıa
dos fotones con resolucio´n celular. Disponer de medidas cuantitativas
que relacionen estas expresiones gene´ticas con las posiciones celulares
y su evolucio´n en el tiempo es un prerrequisito fundamental para com-
prender los procesos multi-escala caracter´ısticos de la morfoge´nesis.
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Sin embargo, el nu´mero de expresiones gene´ticos que pueden ser si-
multa´neamente etiquetados en una sola adquisicio´n es reducido debido
a limitaciones tanto o´pticas como del etiquetado. Estas limitaciones
requieren la implementacio´n de estrategias de creacio´n de atlas que
puedan recrear un multiplexado virtual de expresiones gene´ticas.
Las herramientas computacionales desarrolladas han sido validadas
en dos escenarios distintos. El primer escenario es el desarrollo em-
brionario temprano del pez cebra, donde el atlas resultante permite
constituir un v´ınculo, a nivel celular, entre el fenotipo y el genotipo de
este organismo modelo. El segundo escenario corresponde a estad´ıos
tard´ıos del desarrollo del cerebro del pez cebra, donde el atlas resul-
tante permite relacionar expresiones gene´ticas con la regionalizacio´n
del cerebro y la formacio´n de neuronas. La plataforma computacional
desarrollada ha sido adaptada a los requisitos y retos planteados en
ambos escenarios, como la integracio´n, a resolucio´n celular, de vistas
parciales dentro de un modelo consistente en un embrio´n completo, o
el alineamiento entre estructuras de referencia anato´mica equivalentes,
logrado mediante el uso de modelos de transformacio´n deformables
que no requieren ningu´n marcador espec´ıfico.
Esta´ previsto poner a disposicio´n de la comunidad cient´ıfica tanto la
herramienta de generacio´n de atlas (Match-IT), como su plataforma
de visualizacio´n (Atlas-IT), as´ı como las bases de datos de expresio´n
gene´tica creadas a partir de estas herramientas.
Por u´ltimo, dentro de la presente Tesis Doctoral, se ha incluido una
prueba conceptual innovadora que permite integrar los mencionados
atlas de expresio´n gene´tica tridimensionales dentro del linaje celular
extra´ıdo de una adquisicio´n in vivo de un embrio´n. Esta prueba con-
ceptual abre la puerta a la posibilidad de correlar, por primera vez,
las dina´micas espacio-temporales de genes y ce´lulas.
iv
Re´sume´
La cre´ation d’atlas, i.e. de mode`les nume´riques permettant de com-
biner des informations provenant d’individus diffe´rents, est un do-
maine d’inte´reˆt croissant pour l’imagerie biome´dicale. Quand une
seule image ne contient pas suffisamment d’information pour de´crire
comple`tement l’organisme a` e´tudier, il est ne´cessaire d’acque´rir plusieurs
images de plusieurs individus. Chacune de ces images contient alors
des donne´es comple´mentaires par rapport aux autres images. Cette
strate´gie permet de cre´er des prototypes nume´riques comme les at-
las anatomiques de patients et organes humains, construits a` partir
d’images acquises par Re´sonance Magne´tique, ou encore des cartogra-
phies d’expressions ge´ne´tiques, typiquement acquises par Microscopie
Optique.
Dans ce cadre, cette the`se propose, de´veloppe et valide des nouvelles
me´thodologies de traitement d’images qui, en se servant des tech-
niques de recalage, alignent des donne´es de plusieurs spe´cimens sur
un seul atlas nume´rique. Nous avons e´galement de´veloppe´ un logi-
ciel de visualisation spe´cifiquement de´die´ a` l’exploration de l’e´norme
quantite´ de donne´es multidimensionnelles re´sultant de ces me´thodes.
De plus, nous proposons de nouveaux algorithmes pour analyser au-
tomatiquement les ressources ge´ne´re´es en fournissant aux biologistes
des interpre´tations pertinentes.
En particulier, ce travail concentre ses efforts sur des donne´es d’expression
ge´ne´tique acquises l’e´che`le cellulaire, en microscopie multi-photonique
a` balayage laser, pendant le de´veloppement embryonnaire du pois-
son ze`bre. Disposer des mesures quantitatives qui mettent en rela-
tion multiples expressions ge´ne´tiques avec la position cellulaire et son
e´volution temporelle est une condition fondamentale pour compren-
v
dre les processus multi-e´chelles caracte´ristiques de la morphogene`se.
Toutefois, le nombre des expressions ge´ne´tiques qui peuvent eˆtre ac-
quises au meˆme temps sur la meˆme image est limite´ par des contraintes
expe´rimentales d’optique et de colorations disponibles. Ces limita-
tions expe´rimentales motivent l’imple´mentation de nouvelles strate´gies
de cre´ation d’atlas capables de recre´er un multiplex virtuel des expres-
sions ge´ne´tiques.
Les outils informatiques de´veloppe´s au cours de cette the`se ont e´te´
teste´s sur deux sce´narios diffe´rents. Le premier concerne l’embryogene`se
pre´coce du poisson ze`bre ou` l’atlas re´sultant permet d’aborder les
liens entre phe´notype et ge´notype au niveau cellulaire. La deuxie`me
concerne le cerveau tardif du poisson ze`bre ou` l’atlas re´sultant permet
alors d’envisager les liens entre expressions ge´ne´tiques, re´gionalisation
ce´re´brale, et neurogene`se. Le pipeline de´ploye´ a e´te´ adapte´ aux de´fis
particuliers de chacun des sce´narios, comme l’inclusion des vues par-
tielles a` e´chelle cellulaire au sein d’un mode`le d’embryon entier ou,
encore, l’alignement de structures anatomiques de re´fe´rence en util-
isant des mode`les de transformations de´formables inde´pendants de
une coloration spe´cifique.
Le software imple´mente´ pour ge´ne´rer les atlas (Match-IT), l’outil de
visualisation (Atlas-IT) et les bases de donne´es ge´ne´tiques ge´ne´re´es
pendant cette the`se seront disponibles de faon libre pour la commu-
naute´ scientifique dans le futur imme´diat.
Finalement, cette the`se inclut une preuve de concept qui permet
d’inte´grer des atlas tridimensionnels d’expressions ge´ne´tiques ainsi que
le lignage cellulaire reconstruit a` partir de l’imagerie in vivo d’un em-
bryon. Cette preuve de concept ouvre la possibilite´ de corre´ler pour
la premie`re fois les dynamiques spatio-temporelles des cellules avec
celles des expressions ge´ne´tiques.
vi
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To see a world in a grain of sand,
And a heaven in a wild flower,
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,
And eternity in an hour.
William Blake. Auguries of Innocence, 1803
Chapter 1
Motivation and Objectives
1.1 Motivation
Studying how the genetic information relates to the spatiotemporal behavior of
cell dynamics, tissue patterning and embryo morphogenesis is one of the key
questions for developmental biology in the post-genomic era. Despite having
completed the genome sequence of a number of organisms -such as the C. elegans
worm (Elegans Consortium [1998]), the Drosophila fly (Adams et al. [2000]), the
mouse (Chinwalla et al. [2002]), the human being (McPherson et al. [2001]), the
sea urchin (Sodergren et al. [2006]) or the zebrafish (Ensembl [2007]), we are still
far from understanding, modeling and predicting how organisms develop from
one single cell into an organized, multicellular individual.
However, comprehensive understanding of biological mechanisms is a funda-
mental issue for efficient pre-clinical testing of potential new drugs (Goldsmith
[2004], Sipes et al. [2011]). Potential applications include treatment of heart dis-
eases (Milan et al. [2003], Barros et al. [2008]), leukemia (North et al. [2007]),
bone disorders (Paul et al. [2008]), cancer (Amatruda et al. [2002], Stern and
Zon [2003], Lu et al. [2011]), schizophrenia, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and other
dementia (Martone et al. [2008]).
A number of fundamental challenges pave the way towards the long term
goal of understanding living systems multiscale dynamics. In order to achieve
this goal, it is necessary to quantitatively assess the temporal and spatial gene
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expression distribution in multicellular organisms (Le´cuyer and Tomancak [2008],
Luengo-Oroz [2009]). This is also a requirement for building and modeling gene
regulatory networks underlying morphogenesis (Davidson and Erwin [2006], Li
and Davidson [2009], Peter et al. [2012]) and to perform stem cell research.
Recent advances in labeling techniques (Vonesch et al. [2006], Choi et al.
[2010]) and microscopy imaging (Megason and Fraser [2007]) have steered this
field from non-spatial, ”omics”-like approaches (Walter et al. [2002]) towards ”in-
toto” approaches based on images that provide both spatial and temporal quan-
titative information (Fernandez-Gonzalez et al. [2006], Gorfinkiel et al. [2011]).
Hence, the current trend towards automatic, high-content, high-throughput screen-
ing brings new bottlenecks in the domain of image analysis (Baker [2010], Truong
and Supatto [2011]): The unprecedented rise in complexity and size of data has
favored the blossoming of a new discipline, bioimage informatics (Peng [2008],
Myers [2012]), or the science of analyzing and organizing massive and heteroge-
neous biological image data into categorized quantitative information.
In this context, biomedical atlases have emerged as a crucial technology to
integrate all this new data deluge into multi-dimensional resources where spatio-
temporal changes from the cell to the organism level can be jointly examined
Baldock and Burger [2012]. This thesis investigates computational strategies
to digitally reconstruct gene expression atlases of vertebrate embryogenesis. The
reconstruction of a digital atlas requires a series of image processing steps to map a
cohort of individuals onto a common reference space (Fig. 1.1). These operations
allow to combine multi-dimensional and multi-subject data and to provide a single
representation to visualize, mine, correlate and interpret information at different
scales.
The result of this family of methods is the assembly of a digital prototypic
model of a ”standard” individual which constitutes the essential scaffold where to
make the accurate, repeatable, consistent and quantitative measures required for
comparative studies (Oates et al. [2009]). Atlases can be compared to geographic
information systems (GIS): ”spatial databases to which diverse data, primarily
but not restricted to imaging data, can be registered and queried” (Martone
et al. [2008]). For example, multiple atlas images can be employed to improve
segmentation accuracy in medical applications (Artaechevarria et al. [2009]). In
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Figure 1.1: This thesis develops computational tools to combine multi-subject, multi-
dimensional data into a prototypic, digital model.
addition, atlases are used to identify and categorize anatomic and genetic dif-
ferences between cohorts of individuals, such as different mutant strains (Warga
and Kane [2003]) and constitute an essential tool allowing to relate genotypes
and phenotypes (Gorfinkiel et al. [2009]).
In response to the previous motivations, in this work we focus on the digital
reconstruction, visualization and analysis of gene expression atlases in zebrafish
early and late developmental stages, a problem that has been scarcely treated in
the previous literature.
1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this thesis consists in developing image processing and
analysis tools to create an atlas -or digital model- of embryo develop-
ment that gathers multidimensional gene expression data coming from
a cohort of different individuals acquired with state-of-the-art optical
microscopy techniques. These tools will allow to obtain a digital and quanti-
tative description of vertebrate embryogenesis overcoming current limitations in
the field (see chapter 2). The main objective is subdivided in three sub-objectives:
1. A framework to reconstruct, visualize and analyze a 3D atlas of gene ex-
pression in the early zebrafish embryo
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2. A framework to reconstruct a 3D atlas of gene expression in the late ze-
brafish brain
3. A framework to link gene expression data and cell tracking from early to
late zebrafish development
1.2.1 A framework to reconstruct and analyze a 3D atlas
of gene expression in the early zebrafish embryo
Current approaches fail to achieve a prototypic model of vertebrates gene ex-
pression at the cellular level. This first sub-objective tackles this gap in the
state of the art by facing one of the acknowledged challenges in the field (Peng
et al. [2011]): the development of registration techniques capable to map high-
resolution, but partial images of embryos into one complete template. Achieving
this cellular-resolution goal implies developing an image processing chain to de-
tect nuclei centers, segment gene expression patterns and find the corresponding
function, f(ei, T ), that registers every partial individual, ei, into the common
template, T . Appropriate visualization tools have to be developed accordingly in
order to supervise and validate the whole procedure. The resulting image pro-
cessing workflow will be applied to early embryos allowing a systematic study of
gene co-expression and dynamics. Such workflow has the potential to derive into
high content-high throughput image analysis algorithms (Truong and Supatto
[2011]).
1.2.2 A framework to reconstruct a 3D atlas of gene ex-
pression in the late zebrafish brain
As embryogenesis goes into later stages and cells group into specialized organs,
it becomes crucial to develop new mapping software that appropriately includes
the apparition of anatomical landmarks into the registration strategy. This sub-
objective focus on the zebrafish brain and explores the use of deformable transfor-
mation models, such as thin plate splines (Dolla´r [2006]) and elastic registration
schemes (Klein et al. [2009]), to achieve the virtual multiplex of gene expression
patterns onto the same target brain.
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1.2.3 A framework to link gene expression data and cell
tracking from early to late zebrafish development
Although some previous works have tackled the digital reconstruction of cell dy-
namics (Murray et al. [2008], Keller and Stelzer [2008], Olivier et al. [2010]), the
relationship of cell positions and their lineage tree with in-vivo gene expressions
is still unknown. This integration would require the reconstruction of a spatio-
temporal atlas of gene expression which have not been yet achieved because of a
number of reasons ranging from labeling to methodological challenges (e.g. avail-
ability of transgenic lines and/or temporal synchronization of different specimens’
development). This sub-objective makes novel advances in this field by proposing
two prospective studies. First, it employs zebrafish transgenic lines labeled to dis-
play one gene expression in vivo and performs cell tracking to statistically study
how gene expression propagates through the lineage tree. Secondly, it proposes a
strategy that allows to integrate the 3D gene atlas into a spatio-temporal digital
model containing the cell lineage tree. This exploratory research should pave the
way to the reconstruction of 4D gene atlas and the understanding of how gene
propagation mechanisms are linked to the cell lineage.
1.3 Organization
1.3.1 Operational context
This multidisciplinary PhD thesis has been carried out at Universidad Polite´cnica
de Madrid (Spain) in collaboration with the CNRS and E´cole Polytechnique
(France) and involves various different fields ranging from biological procedures
and microscopy image acquisition (carried out in collaboration with N&D-CNRS,
France), to data processing, quantification and analysis (carried out at BIT-UPM,
Spain), or multidimensional data visualization (carried out in collaboration with
ISC-E´cole Polytechnique, France). Extensive feedback and interaction, starting
with the design of experimental protocols, was carried out between the three
partners reflecting on a double iterative workflow, see Fig. 1.2. These collabora-
tions provided a rich training in different transversal subjects through more than
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Figure 1.2: Operational context of the present PhD thesis.
8 months of stay in our partner labs, which allows the present thesis to apply
for the International PhD mention. The main tasks of each group collaborating
during this project are:
• Biomedical Image Technologies (BIT) at Universidad Polite´cnica de Madrid
(UPM) was in charge of image processing and data analysis (Carlos Castro
Gonza´lez, Dr. Miguel A´ngel Luengo Oroz, David Pastor Escuredo and
Evangelina Balanou) under the supervision of Prof. Andre´s Santos and
Prof. Mar´ıa Jesu´s Ledesma Carbayo.
• Institut des Syste`mes Complexes (ISC) at E´cole Polytechnique, Paris, France
was in charge of mathematical modeling with Prof. Paul Bourgine, data vi-
sualization with Thierry Savy, human-computer interaction with Dr. Benoit
Lombardot and design of the BioEmergences1 workflow with Dr. Emmanuel
Faure and Dr. Camilo Melani.
• Neurobiologie et Developpement (N&D), Institut de Neurobiologie Alfred
Fessard, Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), Gif-sur-
Ivette, France counted with Dr. Nadine Peyrie´ras, head of the BioEmer-
gences platform, which was in charge and designing the biological strategy
and relevance of the interpretations together with Dr. Louise Duloquin.
1http://bioemergences.iscpif.fr
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Sophie Desnoulez was in charge of performing fluorescent in situ hybridiza-
tions of early zebrafish embryos whereas Dr. Pierre Affaticati’s technical
expertise allowed the acquisition of multiple in situ images of the late de-
velopment in zebrafish brain.
The present PhD thesis was carried out in the Biomedical Image Technologies
lab (BIT), DIE, ETSI Telecomunicacio´n at Universidad Polite´cnica de Madrid
(UPM) under the umbrella of the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation
through the FPU fellowship program, the European projects BIOEMERGENCES
(EU-NEST028892) and EMBRYOMICS (EU-NEST012916) and the Spain-France
joint scientific action MORPHONET (HF2007-0074).
1.3.2 Document structure
The corpus of this PhD thesis is organized into the following chapters:
1. Motivation and objectives (Chapter 1).
2. State of the art (Chapter 2).
3. A framework to reconstruct, visualize and analyze a 3D atlas of gene ex-
pression in the early zebrafish embryo (Chapter 3).
4. A framework to reconstruct a 3D atlas of gene expression in the late ze-
brafish brain (Chapter 4)
5. A framework to link gene expression data and cell tracking from early to
late zebrafish development (Chapter 5)
6. Contributions and future work (Chapter 6).
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My mother told me the first things I wrote were
continuations of the stories I read because it made me
sad when they concluded or because I wanted to change
their endings. Writing stories was not easy [...]
Fortunately, the masters were there, teachers to learn
from and examples to follow.
Mario Vargas Llosa. Nobel Lecture, 2010
Chapter 2
State of the art
In this chapter, we critically review the state of the art regarding digital atlases for
the anatomy and gene expression of animal organisms. In the following sections,
we will discuss in detail the three main fields related to this PhD thesis: Develop-
mental biology, microscopy image acquisition and image processing techniques.
In particular, we will deal with the main criteria to take into account when aiming
at reconstructing and digitizing embryo development (Table 2.1): Animal mod-
els, developmental stages, biological applications, imaging modalities, data types,
spatial scales and resolutions, matching procedures, image processing pipelines
and visualizations and validation schemes.
The assembly of morphological atlases and the development of appropriate
computational strategies have been a major issue in the medical field for years
(Park et al. [2003], Aljabar et al. [2009], Fonseca et al. [2011]). For instance, there
are several processing and visualization methods devoted to the reconstruction
of anatomical human brain atlases (Mazziotta et al. [2001], Toga et al. [2006]).
However, the implementation of image processing tools aimed at studying model
organisms embryogenesis and gathering an increasing amount of information -
including gene expression data- with the sufficiently fine spatial and temporal
scales is still an open issue. In this sense, we will describe here the work carried
out on a number of model organisms (section 2.1.1), either at the adult stage
or throughout embryonic stages (section 2.1.2), imaged with different imaging
modalities (section 2.2). We will distinguish atlases focusing either on anatomical
structures or gathering genome-wide expression data (section 2.3.1) and limited
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either to specific organs (e.g. the brain) or encompassing the whole organism
(section 2.3.2). We will also consider different algorithmic strategies that allow
to match a population of individuals into one single digital atlas model (section
2.3.3).
2.1 Biological Context
2.1.1 Animal models
Model organisms are chosen for their small size, good properties in terms of
phylogenetic position (Fig. 2.2), transparency and/or relevance for studies related
to human health.
The nematode C. elegans, having the most ancient evolutive emergence among
the considered animal models (Fig. 2.2), has a largely invariant cell lineage and
stereotyped development which greatly facilitates comparisons between different
individuals (Murray et al. [2008], Long et al. [2009], Liu et al. [2009]).
The worm Platynereis kept a number of ancestral traits (Tomer et al. [2010])
and proved being insightful for comparative studies.
The fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster has been extensively studied in the field
of genetics and developmental biology (Fowlkes et al. [2008], Frise et al. [2010],
Peng et al. [2011]). 60% of human genetic diseases have their counterpart in the
Drosophila genome.
The zebrafish (Danio rerio) (Fig. 2.3) is more recently a model for develop-
mental biology research thanks to its amenability to genetic investigations and
the transparency of its tissues at embryonic stages. In addition, its phylogenetic
position closer to human makes it a valuable model for toxicology and pharma-
cology studies (Hill et al. [2005], Yang et al. [2009]). Producing anatomical and
gene expression atlases at different developmental stages is one of the challenges
in the field (Castro et al. [2009], Ullmann et al. [2010], Potikanond and Verbeek
[2011], Rittscher et al. [2011], Ronneberger et al. [2012]).
Quail (Ruffins et al. [2007]) and chicken (Fisher et al. [2008], Fisher et al.
[2011]) are also used as vertebrate models and have interesting features for ex-
perimental embryology. The embryo develops outside the egg and is quite well
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Figure 2.2: Timing of evolutionary emergence and phylogenetic relationships of different
model organisms. Time estimations were extracted thanks to the tool developed by
Hedges et al. [2006].
amenable to in vivo imaging (section 2.2) and the construction of atlases at the
cellular level (see section 2.3.2).
Mouse is the major mammalian model organism for biomedical investigations
and much effort has been devoted to the reconstruction of their development
(MacKenzie-Graham et al. [2004], Ma et al. [2005], Kovacˇevic´ et al. [2005], Carson
et al. [2005], Lein et al. [2007], Johnson et al. [2010], Richardson et al. [2010],
Hawrylycz et al. [2011]). The relatively large size of the mouse embryo makes
difficult to capture the whole specimen in a single-shot, in-toto imaging strategy
(section 2.2) with sufficient spatial resolution (section 2.3.2).
The same difficulty applies to fixed human embryos (Woods et al. [1999],
Rex et al. [2003], Smith et al. [2004], Kerwin et al. [2010]) where the creation of a
standard cartography of human brains (Hawrylycz et al. [2012]) is of fundamental
importance in medical studies.
2.1.2 Developmental Stages
The construction of anatomical and gene expression atlases has attracted scientific
attention during the whole embryogenesis process, and the proposed methodolo-
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Figure 2.3: Confocal microscopy acquisitions of zebrafish, combined with fluorescent
stains, can be employed to study genetic Alzheimer’s in vivo. In this image, the nerve
cells are stained in green while the Alzheimer’s genes are colored in blue and red (Paquet
et al. [2009]).
gies depend on the developmental stage analyzed which may vary from early
stages to adulthood (Table 2.1). At early developmental stages, the whole organ-
ism is more easily amenable to in toto imaging with resolution at the single cell
level, Fig. 2.4D. This is the case for animal models such as the C. elegans, the
Drosophila or the zebrafish (Fowlkes et al. [2008], Castro et al. [2009], Long et al.
[2009]). At later developmental stages or in the adult, it can be more relevant
to focus on specific organs (Fig. 2.4.A-C) such as the brain in humans, mice,
Drosophila or zebrafish (Woods et al. [1999], Lein et al. [2007], Peng et al. [2011],
Ronneberger et al. [2012]) or the appendages in the chicken (Fisher et al. [2011]).
Most studies targeted a single developmental stage (Fig. 2.4.G). However,
the temporal scale is essential for the understanding of biological mechanisms
and gathering atlases with the relevant kinetics is a major trend in the field (Fig.
2.4.E). Fisher et al. [2011] reconstructed atlases combining fate mapping data and
gene expression patterns for 3 consecutive developmental stages of the chick wing
bud. Murray et al. [2008] took advantage of C. elegans largely invariant lineage
to build the first 3D+time atlas of transgenic reporters expression patterns in C.
elegans from the 4-cell stage to the 350-cell stage.
2.1.3 Biological Applications
The digital reconstruction of anatomical and gene expression atlases paves the
way towards new biological insights (Luengo-Oroz et al. [2011]). Below, we enu-
merate some of the most prominent results and applications derived from these
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atlases.
Kovacˇevic´ et al. [2005] used an atlas model to perform genetic and anatomic
phenotyping, achieving the automated detection of mutant strains. Atlases also
had major implications in evolutionary studies and Tomer et al. [2010] identified
related parts of the brain in phylogenetically distant animals. Chiang et al. [2011]
created a comprehensive brain wiring map of the adult Drosophila brain which
provides a crucial tool to analyze information processing within and between
neurons.
Using all the genetic information gathered in their model, Frise et al. [2010]
clustered genes co-expression domains to elucidate previously unknown genetic
functions and molecular and genetic interactions. Lein et al. [2007] detected
highly specific cellular markers and deciphered cellular heterogeneity previously
unidentified in the adult mouse brain with a gene expression atlas of more than
20, 000 genes. Carson et al. [2005] discovered gene expression patterns in the
mouse which are possibly related to Parkinson disease.
Liu et al. [2009] showed in C. elegans that different gene regulatory pathways
can lead to identical cell fates. Cell fate modules with specific molecular signa-
tures repeatedly occurred along the cell lineage revealing bifurcations towards cell
differentiation. By computationally analyzing gene expressions in chick embryos,
Fisher et al. [2011] identified the cell fate leading to digits formation. The as-
sociation of gene expression atlases with cell tracking techniques and fate maps
generation (McMahon et al. [2008], Pastor et al. [2009], Supatto et al. [2009]) are
promising tools for stem cell studies and regenerative medicine.
2.2 Image Acquisition Background
Three main imaging modalities have been employed in literature for the assem-
bly of digital atlases: Fluorescence microscopy, magnetic resonance imaging and
optical projection tomography.
Each of these modalities have different resolutions and lead to different types
of atlases (Table 2.1). The choice depends on the specimen thickness and its
optical transparency. For each animal model (section 2.1.1) these properties vary
with the age of the specimen (section 2.1.2).
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Recent advances in photonic microscopy imaging (Fig. 2.4.A) include multi-
harmonic (Evanko [2010]) and fluorescence imaging by confocal, multi-photon
laser scanning microscopy (Abbott [2009], Pardo-Martin et al. [2010], Mahou
et al. [2012]) or light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) (Huisken and Stainier
[2009], Keller et al. [2010], Tomer et al. [2012]). When combined with newly devel-
oped fluorescent proteins, biological sensors (Chudakov et al. [2005], Giepmans
et al. [2006]) and in-situ hybridization (ISH) techniques (Welten et al. [2006],
Brend and Holley [2009]) microscopy techniques open new perspectives for the
construction of high resolution anatomical and gene expression atlases (Conrad
et al. [2011]). Spatial resolution of hundreds of nanometers and temporal reso-
lution of minutes have been achieved for the observation of entire organisms at
different levels of organization. However, photonic microscopy imaging is still
limited to small model organisms with good optical properties.
Optical projection tomography (OPT) (Sharpe et al. [2002]) was introduced
as an alternative optical method to fluorescence microscopy and overcomes the
limitation of the specimen thickness. OPT generates data by acquiring many
views of the same specimen at different rotation angles then assembled to create
a 3D volume (Fig. 2.4.C). OPT resolution in the range of millimeters does not
however allow working at the cellular level.
Alternatively, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Jacobs et al. [2003]) does
not use fluorescent staining and has thus a broad range of applications (Fig.
2.4.B). Indeed, MRI contrast does not depend on the penetration of photons but
on the voxel-to-voxel variations in water content leading to diverging spins when
being excited by magnetic fields. MRI achieves a spatial resolution of about tens
of microns. Although more and more intense magnetic fields are used, single cell
resolution is still far from the state of the art.
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2.3 Image Processing For Gene Atlas Recon-
struction
2.3.1 Data Types
A number of different specimens is assembled in the constructions of atlases mod-
els that can just carry anatomical information or multilevel, genome-wide data.
Anatomical atlases providing a scaffold with the morphological and histolog-
ical landmarks characteristic of a cohort (Rex et al. [2003], Ruffins et al. [2007],
Ullmann et al. [2010]) constitute a reference shape or template to integrate further
information coming from other individuals and reflect the intrinsic variability of
morphogenesis processes.
Genome-wide atlases (Fisher et al. [2008], Richardson et al. [2010]) integrate
gene expression patterns and multilevel information from various sources into
anatomical atlases (Fig. 2.4.D). This approach emulates a virtual multiplexing
and overcomes the restrictions in the number of gene products and/or functional
patterns that can be simultaneously assessed. As a consequence, they are becom-
ing a major tool for making spatiotemporal correlations between the different
levels of biological organization, comparing individuals, building prototypic mod-
els and deciphering the relationship between genotypes and phenotypes.
Building an anatomical atlas requires defining a common scaffold, frequently
called template, where to gather all the information collected from different spec-
imens. There are diverging criteria in the literature about how an atlas template
should be built. Several studies (Ruffins et al. [2007], Castro et al. [2009], Ullmann
et al. [2010]) employ one single individual to match all the rest of the population
(Fig. 2.4.D). This individual is chosen for its ”standard” appearance and the
corresponding data should be of the highest quality. Alternatively, an iterative
method has been used to identify the median individual within a population and
select it as the template (Long et al. [2009]). Using an individual as template has
the advantage of allowing to merge the atlas information with the cell lineage tree
(see chapter 5). Other works (Frise et al. [2010]) used a synthetic template to map
all the data from a cohort of specimens. This template consists in an engineered
”virtual specimen” which retains the essential features of a species. The use of an
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Figure 2.4: Examples of components involved in an atlas model construction. A: Confo-
cal microscopy acquisition of a 24h zebrafish brain labeled by fluorescent ISH (Thyrosine
hydroxylase RNA probe) and DAPI staining of cell nuclei. Scale bar 100 microns. B:
MRI of a quail extracted from Caltech’s ”Quail Developmental Atlas”. Available from:
http://131.215.15.121/. C: OPT of a late mouse embryo extracted from the ”EMAP
eMouse Atlas Project”, http://www.emouseatlas.org. Scale bar 1000 microns. D: Or-
thoslice showing the nuclei of an early zebrafish model where the raw gene expression
from another specimen has been integrated. Cells positive for the expression of the
gene are highlighted in blue. Scale bar 100 microns. E: Early zebrafish templates for
three different developmental stages where individuals can be mapped according to a
reference gene pattern. F: Reconstruction of a mosaic-like atlas: Guided by a reference
pattern, partial views of different individuals are mapped into a complete template. G:
Left panel, Coronal section of an averaged 3D template showing organ-level anatomical
annotations of an adult mouse brain at a given developmental stage. Right panel, an
ISH slice warped into the atlas template through deformable transformation models.
Extracted from the ”Allen Mouse Brain Atlas [Internet]. Seattle (WA): Allen Institute
for Brain Science. 2009”. Available from: http://mouse.brain-map.org. Scale bar 1300
microns.
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average template (Fig. 2.4.G) is widely spread (Rex et al. [2003], Fowlkes et al.
[2008], Peng et al. [2011]). Ma et al. [2005] constructed a ”minimal deformation
average template” as an idealized specimen minimizing the deformation required
to fit any specimen of the cohort. Although average templates usually exhibit a
better definition and a higher signal-to-noise ratio in regions very similar among
specimens, they fail to faithfully model fine features and regions with a high
variability, lowering their definition (Kovacˇevic´ et al. [2005], Dorr et al. [2008]).
Finally, some approaches used a probabilistic template (Johnson et al. [2010])
where specimens variability is represented by statistical confidence limits.
The construction of prototypical genome-wide atlases implies imaging gene
expression patterns in 3D with resolution at the cellular level (Hendriks et al.
[2006]). Image processing methods are required to achieve the automated seg-
mentation of gene expression domains and the quantification of gene products to
allow for example the description of expression domain borders. A simple quan-
tification strategy is based on the assumption of a linear relationship between
fluorescence intensity and gene expression level (Wu and Pollard [2005], Frise
et al. [2010]). The obtained measurements are often normalized with respect
to the nuclei channel fluorescence (Liu et al. [2009]), which is considered to be
constant, to compensate for thickness-dependent signal detection. Normalization
with respect to the background intensity (Murray et al. [2008]) is also a com-
mon strategy. Another possibility consists in clustering a population of cells into
discrete levels (e.g. strong, moderate, weak and none) depending on the gene
expression signal intensity (Carson et al. [2005]). Although the three different
methods yielded correlated measurements across different individuals, the rele-
vance of the obtained quantitative measurements to compare different specimens
is questionable and this issue remains a challenge. Current efforts to achieve the
quantitative comparison of gene expression levels in different individuals include
the minimization of variability within a population (Fowlkes et al. [2008]) and the
conversion of fluorescence signal into fluorescent protein numbers in transgenic
specimens (Damle et al. [2006]).
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2.3.2 Spatial scales and resolution
Constructing a prototypic model for an organism can achieve different scopes,
from particular organs to the whole organism, which can be resolved at either the
organular, tissular, multicellular and eventually cellular resolutions (Table 2.1).
The reconstruction of atlases with resolution at the cellular level (Fig. 2.4.D)
generally focused on the species more phylogenetically distant from human (sec-
tion 2.1.1) and generally addressed early developmental stages (section 2.1.2).
Identifying every single cell position in the whole imaged specimen (Long et al.
[2009]) requires advanced image processing methods (section 2.3.4). Algorithmic
strategies for the approximate detection of the cell nuclei center in 3D volumes en-
compassing several thousands of cells have been described (Frolkovic et al. [2007],
Drblikova et al. [2007], Kriva´ et al. [2010]). In addition, the identification of cell
contours helps assessing RNAs or protein expression to the cell. Voronoi geome-
tries have been proposed as a simple approach to determine cellular boundaries
(Luengo-Oroz et al. [2008]). The real cell shape can be obtained by the algorith-
mic segmentation of cell membranes in 3D when the latter is available (Malpica
et al. [1997], Zanella et al. [2010], Mikula et al. [2011], Mosaliganti et al. [2012]).
Working at the mesoscopic scale -e.g. with multicellular neighborhoods- is
less demanding and already provides useful information (Fisher et al. [2008],
Frise et al. [2010]).
Annotating and segmenting the different anatomical structures of interest at
the tissular level is required to reconstruct prototypic models of organs. Examples
of such methods can be found in Ma et al. [2005], Kovacˇevic´ et al. [2005], Dorr
et al. [2008], Johnson et al. [2010] and Ullmann et al. [2010].
Finally, large organisms with a huge number of cells and high complexity
in terms of organization led to organ-based atlases that do not resolve the sin-
gle cell level (Fig. 2.4.G). This strategy has been used for vertebrates at late
developmental stages (section 2.1.2) when the specimens size and lack of opti-
cal transparency does not allow imaging with resolution at the single cell level
(Baldock et al. [2003], Ruffins et al. [2007], Rittscher et al. [2011]).
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2.3.3 Matching Procedures
To create an atlas, a matching procedure is required to import each specimen
(the source) into the template according to the maximization of a likelihood cri-
teria. Repeating this operation is the core of digital atlases construction. For the
same purpose, medical imaging makes extensive use of registration techniques
(Maintz and Viergever [1998], Zitova and Flusser [2003]). Three main registra-
tion techniques to build digital atlases can be distinguished according to the
information used to assemble the data and the minimization criteria chosen ac-
cordingly: Intensity-based, object-based and semantic-based registrations. We
can also distinguish three different transformation types between the source and
the template space: Rigid, affine or non-rigid.
Prior to registration, an initialization scheme is generally applied in order to
get a rough alignment between source and template. The initialization scheme
helps the registration to reach an accurate solution. Two common initialization
techniques consist on coarsely aligning anatomical landmarks (Lein et al. [2007])
or the major orientation axis of an organism such as the anterior-posterior or
dorsal-ventral axis (Blanchoud et al. [2010], Balanou [2010]). Qu and Peng [2010]
developed an original skeleton standardization technique to rule out part of the
geometrical variability between Drosophila embryos. In the same line, Peng et al.
[2008] designed a method to straighten C. elegans worms into the same canonical
space.
The populations of individuals to be registered are normally composed of
complete specimens imaged similarly. Accurately matching cohorts of partial
specimens (Fig. 2.4.F) is one of the current challenges in the field (Peng et al.
[2011]) and very few strategies have addressed this case (Castro et al. [2009]).
2.3.3.1 Transformation categories
Rigid transformations are applied when the mapping between the source and tem-
plate spaces consists on spatial translations and rotations (Castro et al. [2009]).
Rigid registration has the advantage of keeping the original raw data unaltered
allowing faithful measurements and validation of the true volumes in the final at-
las representation. Affine transformations (Rex et al. [2003], Smith et al. [2004])
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also include scaling factors apart from translations and rotations. Both rigid and
affine transformations are linear and globally applied to all voxels.
On the contrary, non-rigid transformations are non-linear and locally warp
the source image to fit into the template (Woods et al. [1998], Ng et al. [2007],
Ng et al. [2009], Rittscher et al. [2010]). This typically results in an alteration of
the original raw data. For instance, non-rigid warping has been widely used to
reconstruct 3D volumes from serially sectioned 2D images in electron microscopy
(Saalfeld et al. [2012]) and in series of histological sections, which are often heavily
distorted due to folding of the tissues (Arganda-Carreras et al. [2010]).
2.3.3.2 Intensity-based registration
Intensity-based registration procedures align the source and template by max-
imizing a similarity metric (typically mutual information or cross-correlation)
between the gray level values in the voxels of both images.
The most common approaches (Lein et al. [2007], Tomer et al. [2010], Asadulina
et al. [2012]) include an initialization performed by a global, intensity-based affine
or rigid registration, followed by local deformable warps (Fig. 2.4.G). Multi-
resolution approaches are also employed to optimize the mapping procedure in a
coarse-to-fine strategy (Smith et al. [2004], Kovacˇevic´ et al. [2005], Tomer et al.
[2010]). Finally, multi-modal approaches combine information coming from dif-
ferent imaging modalities, merging, for instance, histology and MRI (MacKenzie-
Graham et al. [2004], Johnson et al. [2010]). Such approaches provide multiple
entry points to match different individuals and heterogeneous populations into
the same coordinate system.
2.3.3.3 Object-based registration
Object-based transformations attempt to bring into alignment equivalent sets of
characteristic points or landmarks present in both the source and template images
(Liu et al. [2009]). These transformations are local and non-linear and typically
produce an alteration of the data shapes and volumes.
Peng et al. [2011] and Ronneberger et al. [2012] separately developed auto-
matic pattern recognition systems to identify visual anatomic references with
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certain geometric properties such as high local curvature. These landmarks are
typically employed to guide Thin Plate Splines registration methods (Mace et al.
[2006]). Another approach, successfully applied to C. elegans embryos (Fowlkes
et al. [2008]), consisted in creating methods that unequivocally identify cell to
cell correspondences between the template and the individual embryos.
2.3.3.4 Semantic-based registration
Unlike intensity-based and object-based registrations, semantic-based registration
does not operate on the geometrical space but on the use on semantical informa-
tion coming from standard ontotologies (Ashburner et al. [2000]) and web queries
(Zaslavsky et al. [2004], Potikanond and Verbeek [2011]).
After following an annotation procedure for anatomy and gene expression data
with a controlled, standard vocabulary, the mapping procedure is reduced to just
linking names to positions or domains (Baldock et al. [2003], Boline et al. [2008]).
Given the difficulty of geometric registration across greatly variable resources, this
strategy is useful to guarantee inter-operability and can bring together data com-
ing from different laboratories, resources, developmental stages or even different
species.
2.3.4 Image Processing Pipeline
The construction of atlases, or digital representations of anatomic and genetic
features from an increasing amount of more and more complex data, requires
sophisticated image analysis algorithms (Khairy and Keller [2011]) replacing non-
efficient and time consuming processing performed manually or through generic
imaging software.
All the image processing steps required to gather quantitative, genome-wide
data from a cohort of individuals in a prototype with resolution at the cellular
level can be conceptualized in a generalized processing pipeline (Fig. 2.5). This
pipeline can achieve a complete (x, y, z,G) model including quantitative data for
gene or protein expression level (G) in each cell position (x, y, z) in a developing
model organism (Castro et al. [2011]).
This process can involve preprocessing steps such as image enhancement
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Figure 2.5: Image processing pipeline to build a digital atlas model: After prepro-
cessing, nuclei detection and cell segmentation algorithms are applied to extract cell
position and volume. This information is combined with quantification schemes. These
operations, iterated throughout a cohort of individuals, yield cellular-level, quantitative
measurements of a number of genetic and/or functional patterns. A common reference
and/or landmarks highlighted in all individuals are automatically segmented and iden-
tified to steer a registration procedure. The latter multiplex all measured patterns into
a single, digital template. The resulting atlas can be validated and mined through
dedicated, interactive visualization tools.
or multi-view fusion algorithms (Sorzano et al. [2009], Rubio-Guivernau et al.
[2012]). Then, cell nuclei detection and cell segmentation techniques (section
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2.3.2) are applied to extract cells position, (xi, yi, zi), and volume. Next, sig-
nal quantification procedures (section 2.3.1) are applied on gene expression or
functional patterns to identify positive cells, (xi, yi, zi, gi). Repeating this proce-
dure for all the individuals of a cohort yields measurements for relevant patterns,
(x1, y1, z1, g1)...(xN , yN , zN , gN), which are finally combined through a registration
procedure (section 2.3.3). The anatomical information extracted during the cell
detection step and automatically segmented or identified landmarks guide the
registration process. The final result is a single, quantitative model of the speci-
men development, (x, y, z, g1...gN). Validation of the model and further analysis
should use a dedicated, custom-made, interactive visualization interface (section
2.3.5).
2.3.5 Visualization and Validation
The reconstruction of digital atlases relies on automatic algorithms that can han-
dle the enormous amount of large 3D images providing multilevel data for cohorts
of individuals at different developmental stages. The lack of gold standards in
the field requires the manual curation and correction of the results (Long et al.
[2009]).
Several indirect validation techniques have been exploited: Fowlkes et al.
[2008] and Peng et al. [2011] showed that the gene expression variability in their
atlas model was comparable to that shown by individuals, implying that the
experimental errors introduced in the model could be considered negligible. Fisher
et al. [2011] applied hierarchical clustering (Pearson correlation) to several gene
expression copies coming from different specimens and demonstrated that they
grouped together as expected.
In addition to these indirect validation measures, visual assessment is the
common validation standard for virtually all the previously described strategies
(Table 2.1). Consequently, a number of sophisticated visualization platforms has
been developed to display the multi-dimensional input data and output results
and to interactively run the previously described methods on request while pro-
viding the necessary tools to correct, annotate, quantify and mine their outcomes
(Long et al. [2012]). These platforms represent the necessary trade-off between
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the automated, high-throughput, fast computer algorithms and the manual, low-
throughput but accurate human interactions.
A comprehensive review of such visualization tools can be found in Walter
et al. [2010] or Eliceiri et al. [2012]. Some relevant instances include: FlyEx
(Pisarev et al. [2009]), GoFigure (Gouaillard et al. [2007]), PointCloudExplore
(Weber et al. [2009], Ru¨bel et al. [2010]), Mov-IT (Olivier et al. [2010]), BrainEx-
plorer (Lau et al. [2008]), BrainGazer (Bruckner et al. [2009]), CellProfiler (Jones
et al. [2008]) and Vaa3D (Peng et al. [2010]).
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Every move the puzzler makes, the puzzlemaker has
made before; every piece the puzzler picks up, and picks
up again, and studies and strokes, every combination he
tries, and tries a second time, every blunder and every
insight, each hope and each discouragement have all
been designed, calculated, and decided by the other.
George Perec. Life A User’s Manual, 1978
Chapter 3
A framework to reconstruct,
visualize and analyze a 3D atlas
of gene expression in the early
zebrafish embryo
3.1 Introduction
Deciphering and integrating genetic and cellular dynamics underlying living sys-
tems morphogenesis and homeostasis is a major challenge of the post-genomic
era. Although full genome sequence is available for a number of animal model or-
ganisms (Schier and Talbot [2005]), quantitative data for the spatial and temporal
expression of genes is lacking (Oates et al. [2009]).
Progress in photonic microscopy imaging (Megason and Fraser [2007], Abbott
[2009], Supatto et al. [2011]) combined with remarkable advances in labeling tech-
niques (Chudakov et al. [2005], Vonesch et al. [2006]) allowed gathering data at
all levels of living systems organization with adequate spatial and temporal res-
olutions. Fluorescent in situ hybridization techniques (Brend and Holley [2009],
Choi et al. [2010]) immunocytochemistry and transgenesis, combined with 3D
optical sectioning, allow assessing gene expression dynamics throughout animal
development with precision at the cellular level. However, moving forward from
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2D databases of gene expression -such as those available in most model organisms-
to multidimensional atlases is a major paradigm shift still requiring the develop-
ment of appropriate methods and tools.
In this context, developing automated strategies for building gene expression
atlases with resolution at the cellular level is a major bottleneck towards biological
insights, requiring new methodological and engineering solutions (Luengo-Oroz
et al. [2011], Khairy and Keller [2011]). Constructing prototypes for cohorts of
individuals from imaging data is a necessary step of atlases construction. This
can be solved by finding a spatial correspondence between individuals based on
registration methods, a technique used in medical imaging (Maintz and Viergever
[1998], Zitova and Flusser [2003]). However, gathering in a prototype multimodal
and multiscale features from different specimens with phenotypic variability (Hen-
driks et al. [2006]) remains a challenge.
Recent studies on different model organisms explored computational strate-
gies for building atlases either assessing cell position to build prototypic specimens
(Long et al. [2009], Olivier et al. [2010]) or gathering gene expression patterns
observed in cohorts of specimens (Lein et al. [2007], Fowlkes et al. [2008], Peng
et al. [2011]) and very few frameworks combined both features. Long et al. [2009]
gathered data from 15 C. elegans specimens at the earliest larval stage (L1 with
357 cells) to build a statistical 3D atlas of nuclei positions. C. elegans presents
a number of advantages facilitating the reconstruction process. The entire or-
ganism can be imaged with resolution at the single cell level and its cell lineage
tree is stereotyped enough to allow the spatiotemporal matching of different in-
dividuals at the single cell level. The same feature allowed the construction of
a prototypic lineage for a cohort of 6 specimens of Danio rerio (zebrafish) em-
bryos throughout their first 10 cell divisions (Olivier et al. [2010]). Peng et al.
[2011] achieved the spatial matching of 2,945 adult Drosophila brains to gather
the expression patterns of 470 different genes. Similarly, Lein et al. [2007] con-
structed a comprehensive atlas of the adult mouse brain containing about 20,000
gene patterns. The first gene expression atlas with resolution at the cellular
level was constructed by Fowlkes et al. [2008] integrating 95 gene expression pat-
terns observed at 6 different developmental stages in a total of 1,822 different
Drosophila embryos within a common 3D stencil. Applying this approach to ver-
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tebrate model organisms faces other difficulties from higher cell lineage variability
to gene expression patterns heterogeneity and highly dynamic features at the spa-
tial and temporal level. In addition, the construction of gene expression pattern
atlases for vertebrates implied overcoming one of the acknowledged methodolog-
ical challenges in the field (Peng et al. [2011]): the acquisition of partial volumes
taken at high resolution from single specimens and their precise mapping into
complete reference specimens. Building 3D atlases of gene expression for the
zebrafish blastula and gastrula stages brings specific difficulties due to the lack
of morphological landmarks required for achieving patterns registration (Fowlkes
et al. [2011], Ronneberger et al. [2012]). The zebrafish, a vertebrate model organ-
ism increasingly used for its relevance for biomedical applications (Stern and Zon
[2003]), gathers good properties for investigating the reconstruction of its early
embryogenesis multiscale dynamics.
The Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) architecture (Fig. 3.1) for the zebrafish
early embryonic development is currently under construction (Chan et al. [2009],
Longabaugh et al. [2009]) and the data from a 3D atlas of gene expression with
resolution at the cellular level is expected to provide the necessary measurements
for further modeling the GRN dynamics (Jaeger et al. [2004], Crombach et al.
[2012b], Peter et al. [2012]) and possibly integrating the genetic and cellular level
of organization (Delile [2013]). Such data would make the zebrafish the first
vertebrate model amenable to such a systemic study.
We provide here a methodology to construct, visualize and analyze gene ex-
pression atlases for vertebrate early developmental stages. We designed, imple-
mented and deliver here Match-IT and Atlas IT, computational frameworks to
automatically map, visualize and analyze 3D gene expression patterns from dif-
ferent individuals (the analyzed embryos), onto a common reference specimen
(the template), with resolution at the cellular scale. The resulting virtual ”mul-
tiplexing procedure” overcomes the limited number of gene products that can be
jointly stained and analyzed in a single specimen.
Match-IT (section3.3) was used to produce the prototypic cartography of 9
gene expression patterns imaged in 3D from double fluorescent in situ hybridiza-
tion at 6 developmental stages (see section3.5). Atlas-IT (section3.4) proved
being suitable for the interactive visualization of gene co-expression patterns and
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Figure 3.1: The gene expression atlas introduced in this chapter (see section 3.5) in-
cludes several gene expression products (in red squares) that play an important role
in the zebrafish gene regulatory network (GRN) designed by Yuh’s lab in biotapestry
(Chan et al. [2009]).
their dynamics. We validated (section3.6) our 3D atlas construction methodology
with the automated and quantitative assessment of gene patterns similarity and
overlap through time. Analytical tools (section 3.7), such as clustering, were de-
signed to identify morphogenetic domains and genes synexpression groups. The
zebrafish blastula and early gastrula atlases with resolution at the cellular scale
provide means for the integration of genetic and cellular data unavailable so far.
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Figure 3.2: Zebrafish embryo development between 4 and 6 hpf. The main anatomical
references during these developmental stages are the animal and vegetal poles and the
dorsal and ventral sides. Adapted from Kimmel et al. [1995].
3.2 Data acquisition
Biological data consisted in 3D images acquired by confocal laser scanning mi-
croscopy from zebrafish embryos fixed at early development, particularly, at 6
different time points: sphere (4 hpf), dome (4.3 hpf), 30% epiboly (4.7 hpf), 50%
epiboly (5.3 hpf), shield (6 hpf) and late shield (6.3 hpf) according to the stag-
ing defined at 28.5◦ C (Kimmel et al. [1995]), see Fig. 3.2. This developmental
period is of special interest as precursor of gastrulation (at 6 hpf) when cells
begin to migrate along the dorsal midline leading to the formation of two differ-
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entiated cell layers: hypoblast (inner) and epiblast (outer), see Fig. 3.2. These
images were acquired by confocal laser scanning microscopy from fixed zebrafish
embryos, with fluorescent staining of gene expression patterns (Brend and Holley
[2009]) and DAPI counterstained to highlight the cell nuclei which were further
processed for nuclear center detection (see section 3.3.2). The overall framework
aimed to provide the best compromise for embryos staining, data acquisition, nu-
clei detection and patterns segmentation to achieve the mapping procedure and
the selection of gene expression positive cells in the atlas template (Fig. 3.3).
The atlas template was based on the 3D volume of an entire specimen with
(1) highlighted nuclei and (2) stained gsc expression domain, imaged at each of
the 6 chosen developmental stages. Nuclei and gsc expression domains were also
systematically revealed in all the analyzed embryos, serving as references to later
compute the mappings from the analyzed embryos to the template. In addition
to gsc staining, each analyzed embryo was processed for double fluorescent in
situ hybridization staining the pattern of another gene of interest among the 8
additional chosen expressions: sox32, tbx16, oep, snai1a, foxa2, ntla, flh and egfp.
This second spatial expression pattern is later to be mapped on the template once
the mapping has been computed using the nuclei and gsc data. The template data
was obtained by confocal laser scanning microscopy imaging through the whole
embryo with a 10x objective while the analyzed embryos were imaged with a high
numerical aperture 20x objective providing a 3D view limited to the dorsal side
of the embryo to achieve a better resolution (Fig. 3.5a).
3.2.1 In situ hybridization and confocal imaging
In vitro fertilization was used to synchronize the spawn. Embryos, staged accord-
ing to Kimmel et al. [1995], were fixed 24h at 4◦C in PFA 4% then rinsed 3 times in
PBS 0.1% Tween and stored at −20◦C in ethanol. Double fluorescent in situ hy-
bridization (FISH) was carried out as described in Brend and Holley [2009] using
antisens RNA probes coupled to fluoresceine or digoxigenine. Probes were de-
tected with an anti-digoxigenin-POD Fab fragment and a anti-fluoresceine-POD
Fab fragment (Roche) used at 1:250 dilution in the blocking reagent. Revelation
of probes were done with tyramides, as substracts of POD, which were coupled
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to fluorescent proteins (Cy3 or Cy5 mono NHS ester, from Amersham ; NHS
Fluoresceine, from Pierce) according to the protocol of P. Vize (Zhou and Vize
[2004]). Embryo nuclei staining were performed by bathing embryos 1h at room
temperature in DAPI (In vitro gen D3571) diluted in PBS 1/1000. Image ac-
quisition was performed with a Leica SP2 bi-photon and confocal laser scanning
microscope equipped with a Leica objective HCX APO 20X/0,5W U-V-I or HCX
APO 10X/0,3. Embryos were mounted in teflon mold, oriented in a dorsal view,
and maintained thanks to 1% agarose perfusion.
Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the atlas construction workflow. For each develop-
mental stage, the analyzed embryos, which are partial 3D volumes of an entire specimen,
undergo nuclei detection and gene patterns segmentation before being mapped into one
common template. The mapping procedure is guided by the specimen’s shape given by
nuclei staining and a common reference gene expression pattern encoding the goosecoid
(gsc) transcription factor. Each step in the workflow can be visualized and inspected
for validation with both Match-IT and Atlas-IT. The final model, where all the gene
patterns coming from different individuals can be jointly compared, constitutes a 3D
atlas.
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Figure 3.4: Step-by-step procedure to map an analyzed embryo into the atlas template
using Match-IT.
3.3 Match-IT: A workflow to build a 3D atlas
of gene expression
3.3.1 Problem overview
We designed and deliver a generic computational framework, going from image
acquisition to image data analysis to perform the mapping of different stained
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gene expression patterns onto a common prototypic model to create a 3D atlas
of gene expression with resolution at the cellular scale. We designed the method-
ology to be generic for animal model organisms at early developmental stages.
The atlas was planned to be precise, easy and efficient to query and analyze, and
readily available for the integration of more 3D data.
The atlas construction process consisted in finding the appropriate transfor-
mation to match the partial 3D volumes of the analyzed embryos within the
corresponding template (Fig. 3.5a-b). To achieve this goal, the original software
Match-IT performed the algorithmic segmentation of gene expression domains,
the mapping of analyzed individuals onto a common reference specimen and iden-
tified positive cells to finally deliver a 3D atlas summarizing single cells genetic
profile (Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4).
Figure 3.5: 3D raw data, nuclei detection, gene patterns segmentation and their valida-
tion at 6.3 hpf. (a) Upper panel: Volume rendering and lower panel: axial orthoslice of
an analyzed embryo nuclei (in white), the reference gene pattern gsc (in red) and ntla
pattern (in green). (b) Same as (a) for the template with nuclei in blue and gsc pattern
in red. (c) Nuclei positions in yellow superimposed to raw data in white displayed with
three orthoslices (augmented phenomenology). (e) 3X zoom on the boxed region in (c)
with an example of validated nucleus in green, false positive in red, false negative in
yellow, the white cube indicates a selected position to be evaluated. (d) Zoom on the
template gsc raw expression (in red) superimposed to the template nuclei positions (in
blue). (f) Same as (d) with the segmented gsc domain in white. Scale bars, 100 µm.
Axes point to the animal pole (~a), dorsal side (~d) and lateral side (~l) of the embryo
respectively.
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3.3.2 Nuclei detection
Precise nuclei center detection served to assess the embryonic axes and define
a referential common to all the observed specimens, to provide the delineation
of the embryo contours taken as morphological reference, and to assign positive
gene expression at the single cell level.
Nuclear detection was achieved by an automated algorithmic strategy with
supervision of the chosen parameter set by the expert and validation or, when
necessary, correction by visual inspection (Fig. 3.5c,e). For zebrafish data, less
than 3% detection errors were estimated from manual validation. This error
rate was considered acceptable to further proceed to gene expression domains
segmentation and their mapping onto the template.
In particular, nuclei centers were detected as local maxima of a smoothed,
simplified version of the original image. The preprocessing was performed first
by convolving the image with two Gaussians with two different standard devi-
ations in the range of 1.5-2.5 µm and 12-16 µm respectively. Then calculating
their difference and preserving only gray values greater than a given threshold
that could vary between the 1 and 10%. This allowed to simultaneously smooth
the image and preserve only significant objects. Multiple simulations were run
combining different possible values for the Gaussians, standard deviations and
threshold. Optimal values were visually chosen by interactively checking the de-
tection results with the custom designed visualization software, Mov-IT (Olivier
et al. [2010]).
Based on this supervised detection of cell nuclei, we performed a statistical
estimate of the distance between neighboring nuclei in each embryo. This distance
was taken as the typical cell diameter. This parameter decreased as a function of
time as expected through cell divisions (see Fig. 3.6). We used this information
to build a cell mask around each nucleus and capture the overall specimen’s
shape. The former was used to assign gene expression to a single cell and the
latter guided the registration procedure to match the analyzed embryos into the
template.
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of the internuclear distance through time. The mean internuclear
distance (in µm) is calculated for 9 different specimens at each stage. The observed
decrease fits with an average of approximately 1.75 divisions per cell between 4 and
6.3 hpf and an exponential decrease in the cell cycle length. This is in agreement with
previous observations (Kimmel et al. [1995], Keller and Stelzer [2008]) and validates
the accuracy of the nuclei detection procedure. Standard deviation is interpreted to
reflect individual variation.
3.3.3 Supervised Segmentation of the Gene Expression
Patterns
Segmenting the gene expression domains first required the supervised choice of
the lower image intensity values that best defined the domain features. Match-IT
used these parameters to perform a thresholding operation followed by a morpho-
logical closing and area opening (Serra [1982,1988]), leading to the segmentation
of a single connected domain with no holes. The result was validated by inspec-
tion with Atlas-IT (Fig. 3.5d,f) and allowed selecting positive cells either in the
analyzed embryo or in the template after the mapping operation.
3.3.4 Positive cells selection
Cells in the analyzed embryos were selected as positive for the expression of a given
gene if their nuclei approximate centers were less than half the average internu-
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clear distance from the domain’s border. Identifying in the analyzed specimens
cells positive for genes expression allowed us to compare domains co-stained in
the same analyzed embryo to domains gathered in the atlas template but stained
in different analyzed embryos, as shown in Fig. 3.9c-d.
Figure 3.7: The mapping procedure for the 6.3 hpf atlas. (a) Analyzed embryos, de-
tected nuclei in white, gsc positive cells in red, plane passing through the blastoderm
margin (in green), bilateral symmetry plane (in purple) and the referential (~a, ~d, ~l)
automatically extracted by the initialization scheme. (b) Same as (a) for the template,
detected nuclei in blue. (d) Initialization step aligning the (~a, ~d, ~l) basis for the ana-
lyzed embryo and the template; yellow arrowhead points to an initialization mismatch
refined in (e) through the intensity-based registration procedure. (c) tbx16 raw gene
expression pattern (in green) from the analyzed embryo mapped into the template raw
nuclei (in blue). (f) Detected template nuclei (in blue) falling into the analyzed gene
expression domain are considered positive (in green). White arrowheads indicate the
limits of the imaged analyzed embryo. Scale bars 100 µm.
3.3.5 Mapping framework
Mapping the partial 3D volumes of the analyzed embryos on the corresponding
template consisted in finding the appropriate transformation matching the em-
bryos’ common references, their outer cell layer contours and their gsc positive
domains, Fig. 3.7a,e. The mapping procedure was a two-steps process. First, we
performed a coarse initialization based on the extraction of a common referential
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in the different specimens, Fig. 3.7a,b. Then, a pixel-based registration was used
to refine the alignment, Fig. 3.7d,e.
3.3.5.1 Reference detection
Because the zebrafish early embryos largely lacked distinctive anatomical land-
marks, the mapping initialization process was based on the automated identifica-
tion of a common referential, Fig. 3.7a,b. The latter was defined by (1) the plane
P1 separating the cells from the yolk at the embryo margin and (2) the bilateral
symmetry plane P2, computed as the plane orthogonal to P1 and containing both
the center of the embryo spherical approximation and the center of mass of the
gsc positive nuclei population. These planes unequivocally defined a three-vector
basis comprising the animal-vegetal axis (~a), the dorso-ventral axis (~d) and the
perpendicular vector given by the right-handed trihedron (~l). The origin of this
triplet and the triplet itself were used to compute a translation and a rotation
respectively to find equivalent points in different embryos. The result of this
matching initialization was supervised and, if necessary, manually corrected with
the Match-IT graphical user interface, developed to minimize the effort of manual
supervision, Fig. 3.7a,b,d,e.
In particular, this initial reference extraction starts by performing a spherical
fit to the detected cell nuclei in all analyzed embryos and templates. The embryo
margin results from a plane fit to the 5 % southernmost nuclei. The bilateral
symmetry plane results from connecting the spherical model center and the center
of mass of the gsc segmentation perpendicularly to the blastoderm margin. The
origin of the triplet is placed at the latitude of the blastoderm margin and the
longitude defined by the center of mass of the gsc segmentation.
3.3.5.2 Grayscale registration
This coarse initialization step was refined by a pixel-based registration proce-
dure. Because the zebrafish early embryos largely lack distinctive morphological
references to apply landmark-based registration methods (Fowlkes et al. [2008],
Tomer et al. [2010], Peng et al. [2011]) and given the partial nature of the vol-
umes to be aligned, we opted for a rigid, pixel-based transformation scheme that
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searched the optimal translation and rotation to match the specimens’ volumes
(Castro et al. [2009]), see Fig. 3.7d,e. The rigid transformation preserved orig-
inal gene patterns and the possibility to go back to the raw data for visual-
ization/validation/correction with the Match-IT software at every step of the
processing pipeline including the final registration tuning. At this final step, the
mean manual corrections to refine the mapping of analyzed embryos onto the
template were in the range of 13 µm of offset, i.e. approximately one cell row,
and 3 degrees of rotation per embryo. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was
developed to minimize the effort required for manual validation and correction
(Fig. 3.7e).
3.3.6 Cell-to-cell assignation
Finally, the same rule described for the selection of positive cells in the analyzed
embryos was used to determine positive template cells (Fig. 3.7c,f). The num-
ber Ni of cells positive for the expression of the gene i in the analyzed embryo
differed from the number Mi of cells identified as positive in the template after
the mapping procedure. The difference was mainly due to individual variation in
terms of internuclear distance and consistent with an uncertainty of one cell row
in the mapping procedure (see Fig. 3.8).
3.4 Atlas-IT: A dedicated tool for the visualiza-
tion of 3D atlases of gene expression
The analysis of the 3D atlas required dedicated visualization tools to test hy-
potheses and derive biological insights. Available software did not fulfill our
requirements. Either too specific for other model organisms -e.g. PointCloudX-
plore for Drosophila (Ru¨bel et al. [2010])- or limited to other applications -e.g.
AceTree for cell lineage (Boyle et al. [2006])- or designed more as general visual-
ization/processing tools -Vaa3D (Peng et al. [2010]), GoFigure (Gouaillard et al.
[2007]), CellProfiler (Jones et al. [2008]), CellCognition (Held et al. [2010])-, none
of them allowed displaying selections of individual cellular positions and querying
the atlas for co-expression domains with resolution at the cellular level.
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Figure 3.8: Variation in the number of gsc positive cells between analyzed embryos and
template as a function of their relative internuclear distance. More than 95% of the
analyzed embryos fall within a ± 10% deviation from the identity function, yielding
a statistical p-value of 0.04. This experimentally establish the observed differences
to reflect biological variability rather than methods inaccuracies. The two specimens
deviating from this norm in the plot are 4.3 hpf. This suggests significantly higher
variability in the number of gsc positive cells at the onset of gastrulation.
For this purpose, we developed and deliver the Atlas-IT interactive visual-
ization interface (Fig. 3.9a) to explore the 3D atlas resource. It allowed us to
interact with all the atlas data and superimpose raw data either as 3D volumes or
orthoslices, segmented patterns and all the detected template nuclei or selected
positive nuclei at each time point (Fig. 3.10). Atlas-IT, was used to assess the
dynamics of genes co-expression domains or the variability of gene expression
patterns (Fig. 3.11).
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Figure 3.9: Exploring the 3D atlas with the visualization tool Atlas-IT. (a) Atlas-
IT interface displaying the template nuclei in light blue, segmented gene expression
patterns of ntla (in blue) and of flh (in green). (b) From left to right : equatorial,
sagittal and dorsal views of the of the 9 individual gsc boundaries as compared to the
mean gsc domain (in red) at 6.3 hpf. (c) Evolution of the gscmean-oep pair through time
after being mapped onto the template. (d) Evolution of the gscoep-oep pair through time
in the analyzed embryo where they were co-stained. (e) Evolution of the gscegfp-egfp
pair through time after being mapped onto the template.
3.5 Delivering a 3D atlas of gene expression in
the early zebrafish embryo
We release a zebrafish early embryogenesis atlas comprising 9 gene expression pat-
terns chosen to highlight gene expression dynamics underlying the formation of
the Spemann organizer at the dorsal midline (Schier and Talbot [2005]): goosec-
oid (gsc), casanova (sox32 ), spadetail (tbx16 ), one-eyed pinhead (oep), snail
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Figure 3.10: Visualization and supervision of the final atlas model with Atlas-IT.
(snai1a), axial (foxa2 ), no tail (ntla) and floating head (flh) in addition to egfp
in a custom made transgenic line Tg(-4gsc:egfp) isc3 (see section 3.2). The latter
allowed us to validate this transgenic line as a consistent reporter of gsc gene
expression (Fig. 3.9e) providing the means to further match the gene expression
atlas and the 3D+time cell lineage (see chapter 5).
The atlas time series was chosen to explore gene expression dynamics from the
onset of zygotic activation, i.e. 3 hpf until early gastrulation and encompasses the
following time points: sphere (4 hpf), dome (4.3 hpf), 30% epiboly (4.7 hpf), 50%
epiboly (5.3 hpf), shield (6 hpf) and late shield (6.3 hpf) according to the staging
defined at 28.5 C (Kimmel et al. [1995]). For each new gene expression to be
mapped, a cohort of 3 individuals was processed for double in situ hybridization
and imaged. The methodology for the atlas construction was established by using
one specimen of each cohort.
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of the foxa2-ntla pair through time (top) and of the ntla gene
expression domain against the mean gsc (bottom). Note that none of the analyzed
embryos was co-stained for the foxa2-ntla pair making its comparison only possible in
the atlas.
3.6 Evaluating the atlas accuracy and gene ex-
pression variance
In order to evaluate our approach, we confirmed that our atlasing strategy is
robust against gene expression variability and preserves the spatial relationship
between gene patterns whether assessed from co-staining in the same analyzed
embryo or after mapping onto the template. gsc expression was revealed in 9
different specimens at each time step, i.e. 8 analyzed embryos and one template,
providing a paradigmatic case to calculate a mean expression domain and assess
gene variability.
To calculate a mean gsc expression, these 8 different analyzed embryos with
gsc staining were mapped onto the template, where gsc expression had also been
revealed for each developmental time point. Consequently, every nucleus, ni, in
the template can be assigned a value, Vi, ranging from 0 to 9, that indicates the
number of different gsc patterns expressed by each cell (Fig. 3.12).
The difference between the surface of the gscmean expression and those of the
individual gsc domains (gscj), Fig. 3.9b, was quantified with the mean Hausdorff
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Figure 3.12: Inter-embryo variability of the gsc gene expression pattern. (a) Volume
rendering of the mean gsc expression domain together with the three different orien-
tations along which variability is measured: lateral line (in red), radial line (in blue)
and sagittal line (in green). (b-f) Left panel: from left to right, equatorial, sagittal and
dorsal orthoslices cutting the mean gsc expression domain at the level of its centroid.
The color code indicates the number of individual gsc repetitions in the atlas cells based
on the analysis of the 8 mapped analyzed specimens plus the template. Right panel:
Profile showing how many embryos (out of the 9 specimens) expressed gsc in each cell
along the three different orientations displayed in (a). Note the existence of a core
domain (where all 9 cases expressed gsc) surrounded by successive layers of cells less
frequently expressing this gene. We observe the variability of gsc expression, typically
ranging between 1 and 4 cell rows, is not isotropic and correlates with the specimen’s
topological constraints and their time evolution, as shown by the profiles asymmetry.
For instance, we can verify how gsc variability is always more prominent laterally than
radially, where it is bounded by the embryo thickness. Similarly, the onset of gsc in-
vagination at 6 hpf is responsible for an increasing asymmetry of the sagittal variability
towards the animal pole.
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distance. An average distance of less than 12 µm, corresponding to approximately
one cell diameter, indicated both the accuracy of our mapping scheme and the
inter individual variability observed for the shapes of the gsc expression domains
(Fig. 3.13).
Figure 3.13: Quantification of patterns difference: application to the evaluation of
gsc expression variance after mapping. Each of the individual gsc segmented domains
mapped onto the atlas were compared to the mean gsc at every developmental stage
between 4.3 and 6.3 hpf. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the Haus-
dorff distance along the borders. Numerical values are expressed in µm. The typical
inter-nuclear distance ranges from 14 µm at 4.3 hpf down to 10 µm at 6.3 hpf (Fig.
3.6).
Additionally, we confirmed that, for all the gene pairs, the same spatial rela-
tionships were kept in the atlas with respect to the analyzed embryos (Fig. 3.14).
That was the case, for instance, for the oep-gsc couple (Fig. 3.9d,e). There was an
exceptional case, as the gsc pattern revealed in combination with egfp (gscegfp)
at 6.3 hpf extended laterally and symmetrically compared to the others and thus
appeared as an outlier (Fig. 3.9b and Fig. 3.13). However, the difference in
Dice’s similarity coefficient for the pair gscegfp-egfp in the analyzed embryo and
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the pair gscmean-egfp in the template still remained low (0.28). Apart from this
outlier, the difference in Dice’s coefficients for all the gene pairs were in the range
of 0.08-0.16 validating the atlasing strategy and the information represented in
the atlas.
Finally, Atlas-IT allowed us to visually verify that the gene domains location
and relationships within the analyzed embryos are preserved after mapping onto
the template (Fig. 3.15a,b,d,e). This virtual multiplexing is validated by the
correspondence -within their biological variability- between the gsc patterns cor-
responding to different analyzed embryos (Fig. 3.15f). Consequently, our atlas
provides the means to jointly compare gene expression domains that were not
directly co-stained in any of the analyzed embryos (Fig. 3.15c).
3.7 Analytical methods and biological insights
The quantitative analysis of co-expression domains, their dynamics in space and
time, the identification of synexpression groups (Niehrs and Pollet [1999]) and the
clustering of cells according to their gene expression profile, are major scientific
issues expected to be addressed by the atlasing strategy. To this aim, dedicated
methods were further developed to achieve the quantitative analysis of genes
co-expression patterns dynamics in space and time.
3.7.1 Virtual multiplex: Measuring co-expression between
different gene couples
Overlapping gene co-expression (CC) was systematically analyzed for the 36 pos-
sible gene pairs through all the developmental stages (there are 9 genes and
(9x8)/2=36 pairs). For every pair of genes (A and B), at each time point, we mea-
sured the number of cells that expressed both genes with respect to the total num-
ber of cells in each of the pair components: CCA,B =
|A⋂B|
|A| and CCB,A =
|A⋂B|
|B| .
This quantification was used for constructing a co-expression matrix (Fig. 3.16a)
indicating precise aspects of patterns segregation which showed both expected
features, such as a high co-expression between gsc and oep, and novel features,
such as the temporally-robust similarity of the gsc and egfp expressions.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between the Dice’s similarity coefficients in the analyzed em-
bryos and the template. (a) Dice’s similarity coefficients for the co-stained pairs mapped
onto the atlas. (b) Dice’s similarity coefficients for the co-stained pairs in the analyzed
embryos. (c) Difference of the Dice’s similarity coefficients between the co-stained
pairs measured directly in the analyzed embryos and in the atlas. From this data, we
conclude that the mapping procedure preserves the information provided by patterns
co-staining in the analyzed embryos. The largest difference is found for the egfp-gsc
pair at 6.3 hpf.
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Figure 3.15: (a, d) Nuclei raw data (in blue) of two analyzed embryos together with the
segmentation of their gsc (in red and purple respectively) and tbx16 (in green) or ntla
(in white) patterns. (b, e) Detected nuclei in the template (in blue) with positive cells
for tbx16 (in green), ntla (in white) and their accompanying gsc patterns (in red and
purple, arrow and arrowhead respectively). (c) The template (in blue) displays positive
nuclei for two different gene expressions, tbx16 (in green) and ntla (in white), which
were not directly co-stained in any of the analyzed embryos (digital multiplex). (f)
The template (in blue) displays the positive nuclei for the two gsc patterns (in red and
purple, arrow and arrowhead respectively) corresponding to the two different analyzed
embryos. Scale bar, 100 µm.
Alternatively, this co-expression information was also employed to display the
evolution through time of the topological relation between two gene patterns -i.e.
identity, inclusion, exclusion, overlap- as a trajectory in a 2D space (Fig. 3.17).
As an example, the trajectory of genes oep and sox32 goes from inclusion at 4.3
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Figure 3.16: Assessing genes co-expression and cells genetic profile. (a) Matrix dis-
playing the percentage of cells co-expressing the genes of a given pair at stages from
4 to 6.3 hpf (see also Fig. 3.17). Gene pairs were ordered according to the similarity
of their patterns evolution in time (see Fig. 3.19). (b) Clustering of 1,194 positive
cells according to the similarity of their gene expression profile at 6.3 hpf. (c) Volume
rendering, (d) lateral view and (e) coronal view of template cells at 6.3 hpf. Cells
were classified according to their gene expression profile which revealed 5 distinct mor-
phogenetic domains: dorsal hypoblast (yellow), marginal dorsal epiblast (blue), dorsal
epiblast (white), paraxial and lateral blastoderm margin (red), forerunners and dorsal
YSL (green). White arrowheads indicate the limits of the imaged analyzed embryos.
Scale bar, 100 m.
hpf, to intersection between 4.7 and 6 hpf to finally exclude each other at 6.3 hpf
(Fig. 3.17b).
Likewise, we also measured the Dice’s coefficient (D) as an indicator of co-
expression similarity for the 36 possible pairs through time: DA,B =
2|A⋂B|
|A|+|B| =
DB,A. The Dice’s coefficient is symmetric with respect to the pair of genes that
are measured (DA,B = DB,A), allowing a more compact representation of the
gene expression evolution (Fig. 3.18) than the measurement obtained by the co-
expression matrix (Fig. 3.16a), where CCA,B 6= CCB,A. Dice’s representation
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Figure 3.17: A synthetic view of gene pairs co-expression and its evolution through
time. (a) Gene pairs expression can fall into 5 possible categories defined by gene
patterns similarity: A and B expression domains exclude each other (bottom left),
A is included in B (bottom right), B is included in A (top left), A is identical to
B (top right), A and B domains partially overlap (center). (b) This chart allows to
visualize the segregation of the oep-sox32 expression through time. (c) Gene patterns
relationships and their evolution in time for the 36 possible pairs. Coherence with a
priori knowledge was checked and demonstrates the power of the atlas construction
strategy and further analysis tools.
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highlighted the similarity of gsc and egfp patterns until early gastrulation. This
feature was captured by the high values of the Dice’s coefficient. The gsc-egfp
pair analyzed achieved a mean Dice’s coefficient of 0.77 through time with a
standard deviation of 0.1, validating the transgenic line as an acceptable reporter
of the gsc activity at early developmental stages.
Figure 3.18: Evolution of the Dice’s similarity coefficient for all the possible gene pairs.
The Dice’s similarity coefficient: DA,B =
2|A⋂B|
|A|+|B| was calculated for the 36 gene pairs.
They are arranged in descending order, from top to bottom, according to their Dice’s
similarity coefficient at 6.3 hpf.
3.7.2 Clustering cells according to their gene expression
profile
To study the relationship between the morphological positions of cells within
the embryo and their gene expression profiles for a given developmental stage,
template cells were grouped according to the similarity of their gene expression
profiles using a hierarchical clustering scheme (Eisen et al. [1998]). Although
this clustering does not use any a priori information about the cellular spatial
location, the resulting categorization according to each cell expression profile
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defined distinct morphogenetic domains for each developmental stage.
In particular, for each of the M template cells, ci, observed at one certain
time, t, we associate a gene expression vector:
−→c i = (gi,1, ..., gi,N)
where N=9 is the number of genes in our case and gi,j is set either to 1, if the
i-th cell expresses the j-th gene, or to 0 otherwise. For instance, a cell with id i=7
that expresses only two genes, gsc (j=1) and snai1a (j=4) will be characterized
by the vector c7 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
A weighted pair group method using arithmetic averages (WPGMA) was then
performed on these vectors using the Euclidean distance. This method was im-
plemented using the Statistics toolbox in Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., USA).
The analysis was performed separately for each time of observation and is best
illustrated at 6.3 hpf (Fig. 3.16b-e) with the classification of 1,194 cells according
to their gene expression profile −→c i = (gi,1, ..., gi,9).
This resulted in the clustering of cells into 5 spatial domains with charac-
teristic gene expression profiles: dorsal hypoblast (yellow), marginal dorsal epi-
blast (blue), dorsal epiblast(white), paraxial and lateral blastoderm margin (red),
forerunners and dorsal YSL (green), see Fig. 3.16c-e. This clustering strategy
revealed the antero posterior and medio lateral patterning of the mesendodermal
tissue at the onset of gastrulation.
The proposed cellular clustering constitutes a tool that permits to check
whether expression profiles are linked to specific morphological locations. In
other words, it opens up the possibility to explore the link between phenotype
and genotype at the cellular level.
3.7.3 Clustering genes according to their spatio-temporal
expression patterns
We introduce a clustering of genes according to the spatio-temporal character-
istics of their expression pattern with the aim of refining the identification of
synexpression groups, i.e. genes with potentially the same spatial and temporal
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Figure 3.19: Genes synexpression groups defined by their spatio-temporal clustering
patterns. (a) Genes hierarchical clustering according to the similarity of their spatio-
temporal regions of expression defined 5 different groups with characteristic spatio-
temporal behaviors. For each group, a color code (column right of the panel) was
displayed to indicate whether cells expressed 0, 1, 2 or 3 genes. The 8 genes analyzed
fall into the following synexpression groups: gsc-oep-foxa2, sox32, flh, snail1a, ntla-
tbx16. (b) Visualization of the synexpression groups identified in (a). Arrowheads
indicate the limits of the imaged volume in the analyzed embryos.
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Figure 3.20: Simplified dynamics of each of the 5 spatio-temporal gene expression
clusters displayed in Fig. 3.19.
regulation of expression. This spatio-temporal clustering of gene expression allows
to automatically group together gene patterns according to the spatiotemporal
similarity of their 3D+time expression pattern at the single cell level.
While the cellular spatial clustering (section 3.7.2) grouped cells according
to their gene expression profile at a given developmental stage, the clustering
proposed in this section, groups together genes that express at similar cellular lo-
cations across all developmental stages. For each of the N=8 genes under study,
say the i-th gene, we associated a spatiotemporal region of expression vector:
−→r i = (ci,1, ..., ci,P )
where P is the total number of cells observed across all observation times.
Here:
P =
∑6
k=1Mk = 55, 759
where Mk is the number of cells observed at the k-th time of acquisition. For
the i-th gene, the j-th coordinate of that vector, is set to 1 if the j-th cell expresses
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that i-th gene, and set to 0 otherwise. For instance, a gene ”test” which is just
expressed in a couple of cells (with ids j=1,2) at the first time point and in one cell
(with id j=55,759) at the last time point will be characterized by the following
spatiotemporal region of expression vector: rtest = (1, 1, 0, 0, ..., 0, 0, 0, 1).
Clustering the genes according to their associated region of expression vec-
tors is performed with the same WPGMA algorithm as before, again using the
Euclidean distance and Matlab implementation.
8 genes in the atlas (gsc, oep, foxa2, sox32, flh, snail1a, tbx16, ntla) were
clustered into 5 classes that defined 5 synexpression groups compatible with bio-
logical descriptions described in previous literature (Kudoh et al. [2001]), see Fig.
3.19 and Fig. 3.20.
3.7.4 Shannon’s entropy of gene expression
We propose to use Shannon’s entropy (Cover and Thomas [2006]) to measure
cells’ gene expression profile complexity and its temporal evolution. We define the
genetic entropy as the average number of bits needed to code the gene expression
profile of a cell at a given developmental stage.
We consider that the gene expression observed at the i-th cell (1 ≤ i ≤ M ,
where M is the number of cells) is the value taken by a discrete random variable
Gi, the possible values for Gi being all the 2
N N -uples (gi,1, ..., gi,N) of 0s and 1s,
where N is the number of gene products considered in the atlas (N=9 in our case,
and reading each N -uple as a binary number, we identify the set of all possible
N -uples with the set of integers from 0 to 2N−1), the value of the j-th digit being
set to 1 if the j-th gene is expressed by that cell and set to 0 otherwise. Assuming
that the random variables G1, ..., GM are independent and identically distributed,
say with the same law as a random variable G, their entropy is:
H(G) = −∑0≤k≤2N−1 pk log2 pk
with the usual conventions: pk denotes the probability of the event G = k
and we set 0.log20 = 0, where 2 was chosen as the base in order to express the
result in bits. Each pk can be estimated from the observed sample (g1, ..., gM) =
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((g1,1, ..., g1,N), ..., (gM,1, ..., gM,N)) by:
pˆk =
nk
M
where nk is the number of template cells showing the k-th expression N -uple
and M is the total number of cells in the template. Replacing each pk in the
formula by the corresponding pˆk gives an estimate for H(G). Under the same
hypotheses the total entropy for the population of M cells is equal to M.H(G).
Note that if the Gi are not independent, the total entropy of the population
(defined using a single random variable to generate the combined expressions of
all the cells in a population, and requiring the observation of several populations
to permit estimation) can only be less than or equal to M.H(G).
In our atlas, each cell can express 1 of the 29 = 512 possible gene expression
profiles. We measured the entropy of our atlas and observed a rapid increase to a
peak of 5.7 bits at 4.7 hpf, then a slight decrease until 6.3 hpf (Fig. 3.21a). The
increase of entropy with time could be the progressive increase in the number of
expressed genes (Fig. 3.21b). In addition, we measured the contribution of each
gene expression profile to the global entropy. We observed that, per time step,
only around 100 different gene profiles were expressed out of the possible 512.
Moreover, we found that during the period analyzed, from 30 to 50 gene profiles
were responsible for 75% of the whole entropy (Fig. 3.21c,d).
The concept of genetic entropy can be useful to identify changes in gene ex-
pression, e.g. a new gene expression, independent from the other expressions, that
would suddenly start expressing at a certain time step would imply an increase
of information of 1 bit. Similarly, we could think of a mutant embryo, having
the exact genetic code as his wild type counterpart except for one inhibited gene
expression. Assuming this gene is independent from the other expressions in
the wild type, the entropy of the gene profile in the mutant would be one bit
lower. Gene expression entropy as an information measure can also be used as
an indirect measure of redundancy among the studied gene expressions. In our
case, supposing an extreme case where all the possible 29 gene expressions profiles
were evenly distributed along the cells, the gene expression entropy would be 9
bits. However, the measurements are below 6 bits of information, meaning that
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Figure 3.21: Gene expression entropy. (a) Gene expression entropy as a function of
time: Shannon’s entropy provides a measurement of cells’ gene expression profile com-
plexity. (b) Percentage of positive cells for each gene expression as a function of time.
A gene expression, inhibited until a certain time step, that would suddenly start ex-
pressing would, for instance, make the entropy increase 1 bit. (c) Information, in bits,
provided by each gene expression profile at each time step. We can observe that many
of the possible 29=512 possible gene expression profiles are, in fact, never used and that
most of the information is conveyed by a small number (from 30 to 50) of representa-
tive combinations. (d) Number of gene expression profiles required to convey 60% (red
line), 75% (green line) and 90% (blue line) of the total entropy at each time step.
-by just taking into account our small universe of 9 genes- there is a 3 bits re-
dundancy. Theoretically, from the point of view of information theory, we could
have obtained the same gene expression biodiversity by using a synthetic gene
expression profile with just 6 genes.
3.8 Discussion
We developed and now deliver the software packages Match-IT and Atlas-IT
dedicated to the reconstruction, analysis and visualization of a 3D atlas of gene
expression in the early zebrafish embryogenesis. The atlas comprises 6 different
time points between 4 and 6.3 hpf and gathers data for 9 gene patterns into 6
different templates.
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Figure 3.22: Correlation between the cell proliferation and the gene expression domains
expansion. (a) Evolution of the number of positive cells for each of the 9 considered
gene products. (b) Temporal evolution of the cell number in the region of interest
(ROI) centered on the dorsal side of every analyzed embryo as shown in (c). The cell
proliferation rate extracted from this experiment matched previous observations (Keller
et al. [2008]). (c) Dorsal region of interest (ROI) used to measure the cell proliferation
rate in every analyzed embryo. (d) Ratio between the increase rate of the positive cells
for a given gene and the estimated overall cell proliferation rate. This ratio indicates
whether the gene expression pattern dynamics can be explained by sustained expression
in proliferating cells or requires up regulation (such as for egfp by 6.3 hpf ) or down
regulation (such as for sox32 by 6.3 hpf ).
So far, the only method delivered for the reconstruction of gene expression
atlases in the zebrafish was designed for the brain at late developmental stages
where morphological landmarks can be found (Ronneberger et al. [2012]). Given
the complexity of building a zebrafish brain atlas at late stages, Ronneberger
et al. [2012] imposed strong constraints on the data in terms of staining proto-
cols and imaging (Rath et al. [2012]). Our atlasing strategy was made to map
partial 3D volumes onto whole embryos chosen as templates. Specimens are only
required to display in addition to any pattern of interest, nuclear staining for
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single cell counterstain and a common gene expression, gsc in the present ver-
sion of the atlas, serving for the registration step. This gene was chosen as a
relevant marker, with early, strong and well-regionalized expression, to serve as
a reference for constructing the dorsal side gastrulation atlas. We thus have
minimal prerequisite for data format and specimen preparation (described in sec-
tion3.2) and this should facilitate the introduction of new data into the atlas.
In addition, our scheme would be easily applied to other model organisms at
early steps of development when too few morphological landmarks are available
to use landmark-based registration methods for mapping analyzed patterns onto
the atlas template. The possibility of visual inspection and, if necessary, manual
correction using the Match-IT graphical interface contributes to flexibility and
accuracy when integrating new data into the atlas and validating the result.
Our choice to work at the cellular level with an automated and supervised
method of nuclear center detection proved being suitable to quantify features
of gene expression patterns dynamics at the single cell level. This opens up
the possibility to study whether cell proliferation alone is enough to account
for the gene expression pattern expansion, which is particularly relevant for early
zebrafish development when cell divisions happens at constant global cell volume,
thus correlating internuclear distance and cell proliferation rate (Fig. 3.22). On
the other hand, the cellular resolution of the atlas is required to exploit the
correlation between gene expression dynamics and the cell lineage. Indeed, the
single cell resolution would allow to further map the atlas onto digital specimens
reconstructed from live in toto imaging starting with our Tg(-4gsc:egfp) isc3
transgenic line, see chapter5.
Working at the single cell resolution was also meant to tackle the problem
of gene expression quantification. Current strategies used for in situ hybridiza-
tion could at best provide relative measurements within each analyzed specimen,
which are suitable for quantifying graded patterns and fuzzy borders. Such a rel-
ative quantification would be readily available from our atlas. We expect future
developments of the programmable in situ amplification technique (Choi et al.
[2010], Mahou et al. [2012]) to help achieving the absolute quantification of gene
expression at the single cell level making it comparable among different analyzed
specimens.
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The relevance of the atlas relies on its ability to represent and integrate the
same information as would be obtained by inspecting different patterns in the
same specimen. This depends on the accuracy of the registration strategies but
most importantly on how the atlas construction scheme deals with individual
variation. Every step of the mapping strategy has to cope with the individual
variation in terms of shape, cell number, cell density, variability of the reference
gene pattern. In this context, the choice of the template is crucial. The templates
should be chosen to be the closest to the mean of the population, based on geo-
metric parameters and gene expression. Ideally, a multiscale model of individual
variation should drive the choice of the atlas templates as well as representative
references to guide the mapping. In our case the gsc pattern served to guide
the registration step, based on the hypothesis that its expression is symmetric to
the bilateral plane. Although this is a reasonable assumption, it is an approxi-
mation that might be confronted to other features such as more reference gene
patterns or additional morphological features. In this context, we calculated a
mean gsc expression after registering the domains from 9 different specimens.
This mean gsc pattern could be subsequently used as a new reference to re-
fine the global mappings. Moreover, all the genes gathered in the atlas could
be averaged, thus preventing potentially misleading conclusions based on single
specimens that might be outliers. The increase in size of the cohorts will allow
to explore the possible convergence of the averaging strategy toward a single (or
multiple) prototypical specimen.
The atlas resources will only be fully exploited with the development and use
of automated analysis methods and dedicated visualization tools. We developed
Atlas-IT to provide a number of functionalities, not available in any of the visual-
ization tools that we explored, to augment/visualize/analyze raw data, segmented
data, mean gene expression domains, genes co-expression patterns, synexpression
groups and morphogenetic domains revealed by cells clustering. Interactive visu-
alization and data display are essential to reveal biologically relevant information.
Exploring analytical methods to highlight spatial and temporal correlation is also
a major issue. Clustering methods are typically used to establish cells and tissues
gene expression profiles from microarray data (Eisen et al. [1998]). More recently,
clustering strategies have also been used to group anatomical regions according
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to their gene expression profile (Lein et al. [2007], Liu et al. [2009], Frise et al.
[2010]). In this paper, clustering methods based on gene expression profiles at
the single cell level, (x, y, z, t, g1, ...gN), are applied for the first time and provide
means to reveal morphogenetic domains and synexpression groups. Additionally,
the concept of genetic entropy applied to the analysis of atlases data introduces
a new systematic way to assess cells diversification and its underlying genetic
complexity.
Future expansions include substituting double in-situ acquisitions by mul-
tiplexed in-situs (Choi et al. [2010]) and/or multi-color imaging (Mahou et al.
[2012]). This would open up the possibility of including further constant reference
patterns that could increase the mapping accuracy and robustness. In addition,
the atlas construction process would also benefit from including multiple gene
products in one single mapping process. The proposed strategy is currently being
tested in different embryo strains, including zoep mutants, opening up the possi-
bility to run wild type-mutant comparisons within the same model. Future work
also includes extending the current atlas to later developmental stages up to bud
(10 hpf) and the development of robust gene quantification schemes (Crombach
et al. [2012a], Dubuis et al. [2013]) that allow to overcome the current ”on-off”
segmentation model by extracting standard gene expression quantifications that
are robust within specimens coming from different batches imaged under different
acquisition conditions.
Developing atlases is a necessary step to integrate multiscale and multimodal
data organized, displayed and annotated to provide and share as much relevant
information as possible. Developmental biology remains far behind the biomedi-
cal field for constructing and mutualizing such resources. This means that before
reaching a consensus and establishing standards in the discipline, a broad field
remains to be explored in terms of different schemes, their flexibility, their poten-
tial and limitations. The atlas construction process itself leads to tackling some
of the most difficult biological questions linked to the individual variability, its
components and characteristic scales. On the other hand, methods and resources
will spread and grow only if deployed together with adequate querying and an-
alytical tools. The methods and the first release of the zebrafish blastula and
early gastrula atlases proposed here are meant to contribute to the reconstruc-
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tion of the zebrafish embryonic physiome in different genetic and environmental
conditions.
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This uneasiness comes over me from time to time, and I
feel as if I’ve somehow been pieced together from two
different puzzles.
Haruki Murakami
Chapter 4
A framework to reconstruct a 3D
atlas of gene expression in the
late zebrafish brain
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the main objective is to develop computational methods to recon-
struct the cartography of gene expression in the zebrafish larval forebrain acquired
from in situ hybridization microscopy images. This cartography will serve to re-
late the morphology and functionality of the different forebrain areas with their
corresponding gene expression profiles. In other words, the aim revolves around
providing the computational tools to answer the following question: How is neu-
ronal identity related to its spatio-temporal history in terms of combined gene
expression patterns?
So far, comparison of gene expression required pair-wise in situ hybridization
in individual experiments. In this chapter, we introduce a software pipeline that
automatically maps gene expression data with cellular resolution to a standard
larval zebrafish brain.
The resulting resource, made of cell populations defined by their genetic pro-
file, will help understand normal brain development and neuronal differentiation
as well as phenotypes affecting nervous system formation and function. This
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will be achieved by mapping gene expression domains at high resolution to neu-
roanatomical structures that will enable us to use digital 3D gene expression
information to correlate with neural phenotypes and functional domains.
In previous related works, Peng et al. [2011] developed a registration approach
based on landmarks and thin-plate splines to align fly brains but this approach
has not been tested on data from vertebrate animal models. Ullmann et al. [2010]
developed a standard 3D atlas of the zebrafish brain anatomy from a MRI acqui-
sition of a single specimen which did not include gene expression data. Recently,
Ronneberger et al. [2012] introduced a framework for the automatic detection
of zebrafish brain landmarks and their subsequent alignment using a landmark-
based registration refined by an elastic intensity-based method. This framework
could not be adapted to our dataset specifications as it relies on a sophisticated
image acquisition protocol (Rath et al. [2012]). In particular, this protocol implies
taking 16 different images per acquisition at two different wavelengths, two laser
intensities, at two positions (front and rear) from two sides (dorsal and ventral).
The design principle of our approach is to avoid such requirements employing an
intensity-based diffeomorphic registration scheme which does not require complex
acquisition schemes or any specific labeling, relying only on the nuclei channel
to guide the gene expression registration. Both the use of diffeomorphisms and
the introduction of gene expression data have been recently identified as two of
the major challenges in atlases construction (Evans et al. [2012]). Compared to
our work on early zebrafish development (see chapter 3), the processing of later
developmental stages implies facing two major technical issues: On one hand,
the apparition of distinct morphological landmarks leads to the use of non-rigid
transformation strategies that can accurately align these distinct forebrain struc-
tures of the template and the cohort of individuals. On the other hand, the size of
the late zebrafish brain leads to signal depth-extinction issues that were tackled
by acquiring two different views, ventral and dorsal, which must be registered
and fused together.
Finally, we aim at gathering expression patterns with resolution at the cellular
level for three different developmental stages: 24, 30 and 48 hpf. The resulting
atlas will be adapted for visualization with Atlas-IT and a regionalization of the
template will be made available to allow queries for gene co-expressions.
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4.2 Image acquisition
Figure 4.1: Zebrafish embryo development at 24, 30 and 48 hpf (Kimmel et al. [1995]).
The squares have an approximate length of 300 µm and indicate the imaged area.
Image acquisition was performed by a Zeiss confocal microscope LSM 700,
40X/1.3 NA oil objective with a spatial resolution of 0.31x0.31x1 µm.
Four-color labeling was performed on paraformaldehyde-fixed zebrafish em-
bryos which resulted in four-channel images per acquisition: nuclei (DAPI stain-
ing), a first gene expression pattern, a second gene expression pattern and the th
(Tyrosine hydroxylase) marker (see Fig. 4.2). The DAPI staining was performed
for every acquired dataset and is the only requirement to guide the registration
process (see section 4.3). The three other fluorescence channels were used to
detect mRNA expression of three given genes by in situ hybridization. These
patterning genes were systematically associated to Th (Tyrosine hydroxylase) a
marker of dopaminergic nuclei.
Three different developmental stages were analyzed: 24, 30 and 48 hours (Fig.
4.1). Two different views, ventral and dorsal (Fig. 4.2), were imaged to avoid
depth-signal extinction issues and cover all the depth of the zebrafish brain. For
each imaged individual, only one of these views was acquired, meaning that none
of the ventral/dorsal acquisitions belong to the same specimen except in the case
of the selected 3 templates, one for each developmental stage, for which both their
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ventral and dorsal views correspond to the same specimen.
Finally, 8 different gene expression patterns, characteristic for the forebrain
regionalization, were chosen: nkx2.1a, pax6a, dlx2a, sim1, tbr1, rx3, six3b and
dbx1a.
Figure 4.2: Left panel, Typical confocal imaging example of a fluorescent in situ hy-
bridization (ISH) on a 48 hpf zebrafish brain. A single plane (1 µm) of a ventral view
is shown here. DAPI staining allows detection of individual cells as well as anatomical
landmarks (a). The three remaining channels were used to detect two gene expression
patterns: the sim1 expression in the preoptic area (b) and the nkx2.1a expression in
the hypothalamus (c) and the th-expressing neurons in the posterior tuberculum (d).
Right panel, dorsal and ventral views, with a certain overlap between them, are acquired
for different zebrafish brains. This acquisition set up allows obtaining a complete map
of the whole brain while avoiding the typical optical microscopy problems with signal
depth extinction.
4.3 Methods
We divide the brain atlas reconstruction strategy in two major steps: First, we
employ an initial alignment (based on manual landmarks) subsequently followed
by an affine and a non-rigid registration schemes in order to gather datasets
coming from the same acquisition view into their corresponding ventral (or dorsal)
template. Then, given the fact that both the ventral and dorsal views of the
template belong to the same specimen, we rigidly register and fuse both sides to
create the complete zebrafish brain atlas (Fig. 4.4). We describe these procedures
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Figure 4.3: Schematic illustration of the brain alignment workflow to build an atlas of
the ventral side.
in detail in the following sections (Fig. 4.3).
4.3.1 Global alignment
At first, we tested a tentative global alignment scheme based on the labeling of
the th neurons, which are symmetrically placed at both sides of the anterior-
posterior axis. However, given that the th markers position was not completely
stereotypical, this procedure did not result to be a reliable guide to perform this
initialization step.
Consequently, we switched to a different initialization scheme which would
rely only on the nuclei channel. In addition, this approach offers the advantage of
not requiring any specific labeling to perform our brain alignment paradigm. This
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Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of the dorsal-ventral integration.
way, the th marker does not have to be systematically acquired for all processed
datasets, therefore freeing this channel for other purposes.
In particular, we manually selected 6 distinct landmarks per dataset (see Fig.
4.5): two of them were set to be the points where the anterior and posterior fibers
split (FA and FP respectively), the other 4 corresponded to two couples of points
placed at the foremost ventral and dorsal parts of the dataset and distributed
along the anterior-posterior midline (M1, M2, M3 and M4 respectively). The
manual selection of these landmarks was performed in ITK-SNAP (Yushkevich
et al. [2006]) and took approximately 5 minutes per dataset.
Based on these 6 landmarks, we can extract a common referential defined by
a three-vector basis comprising the anterior-posterior direction, −→a , the dorsal-
ventral direction,
−→
d , and the lateral direction,
−→
l . The two fiber-splitting points
allow us to set −→a . Fitting a plane (AP ) to the two anterior-posterior couples lets
us define
−→
l , whereas
−→
d is the vector perpendicular to the previous two. The
origin of this referential is placed at the posterior splitting fiber landmark. By
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Figure 4.5: The 6 manually-selected landmarks used for the initial global alignment:
(a) Ventral midline couple (M3 and M4, in red), (b) dorsal midline couple (M1 and
M2, in red), (c) anterior fiber split (FA, in blue) and (d) posterior fiber split (FP , in
yellow). (e) These landmarks are employed to extract the (−→a ,−→d ,−→l ) referential triplet
(in dark blue). (f) View of the planes defined by vectors −→a -−→d (in green) and −→d -−→l (in
yellow) superimposed to the specimen nuclei channel (in gray). Scale bar 100 µm.
rigidly aligning the (−→a , −→d , −→l ) tuple from different zebrafish brain acquisitions
we get a first, coarse alignment among them, see Fig. 4.6a.
4.3.2 Rigid vs. affine pre-alignment
We used the registration tools provided by the Advanced Normalization Tools
(ANTs) platform in order to refine further the initial alignment between the
brains of the individual embryos and the template prior to applying deformable
transformation models on them.
In particular, we tested multi-scale rigid and affine registration models which
optimized metrics based on mutual information and cross-correlation. Using an
affine transformation with a cross-correlation metric, after substraction of the
local mean from the image, yielded visually satisfactory results (Fig. 4.6b.) and
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Figure 4.6: Alignment results between the brain template (in green) and one individual
embryo (in red) after each of the workflow steps comprising an initial alignment based
on the position of 6 predefined landmarks (a), an affine registration (b) and a non-rigid
warp based on the nuclei channel (c).
scored well in our quantitative evaluation benchmark (section 4.4.2).
4.3.3 Non-rigid registration
After the global alignment and affine registration steps have brought the individ-
ual embryos into close alignment to the template, we apply a non-rigid registration
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scheme. This deformable transformation model, guided by the anatomical infor-
mation contained in the nuclei channel, deforms the analyzed specimen’s struc-
tures to make them fit those of the template. Contrary to previous approaches
(Peng et al. [2011], Ronneberger et al. [2012]), we chose not to employ landmarks
and Thin Plate Splines to perform this non-rigid registration. We opted for a
grayscale, non-rigid approach in an effort to make our brain alignment workflow
more easily generalizable to new dataset and acquisition schemes. We considered
that the nuclei channel itself conveyed sufficient information for the non-rigid
registration to accurately bring into line all the relevant elements.
In particular, we perform a nonlinear transformation model called Symmetric
Normalization (SyN) (Avants et al. [2008]), which has been shown to perform
accurately and robustly in MRI human brain images (Klein et al. [2009], Avants
et al. [2011]), see Fig. 4.6c. This transformation model has the advantage of
being diffeomorphic and therefore invertible. The parameters employed include
a gaussian regularization with different kernel sizes, a coarse-to-fine strategy in
3 different scales and the use of metrics based on mutual information and cross
correlation (section 4.4.2). An example of the typical non-rigid warp applied to
the datasets can be observed in Fig. 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Example of the non-rigid warp underwent by an individual embryo to fit
the template. (a) Transversal, (b) coronal and (c) sagittal orthoslices.
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Figure 4.8: Fusion between the ventral and dorsal acquisitions of the 48 hpf brain
template. (a) Frontal view, (b) dorsal view, (c) lateral view and (d) volume rendering
of the nuclei and gene expression channels. The arrow indicates the region of dorsal-
ventral overlap. Scale bar, 100 µm.
4.3.4 Fusion of a ventral and dorsal atlas
The steps described in sections 4.3.1-4.3.3 are separately applied to ventral and
dorsal acquisitions in order to register them into their corresponding ventral or
dorsal template.
Given that the dorsal and ventral templates are in fact acquisitions coming
from the same individual, it is possible to find a transformation between them in
order to combine both ventral and dorsal atlases into a whole brain atlas.
This transformation is obtained by applying a rigid registration algorithm
between the ventral and dorsal views of the aforementioned template, followed by
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a wavelet-based fusion scheme (Rubio-Guivernau et al. [2012]) that selects the
best-detailed features from both images in order to compensate for the depth
penetration losses, see Fig. 4.8.
4.4 Validation
Figure 4.9: Nuclei of the individual template employed (a) and the result of averaging
the nuclei of the five processed datasets: the individual template plus the four aligned
individual embryos (b). The most prominent morphological traits (see arrowheads)
can be observed in both the individual and the average template indicating that the
non-rigid warp successfully managed to align them.
4.4.1 Qualitative evaluation
As a way to qualitatively evaluate the registration performance, we averaged the
nuclei channels of the 5 aligned ventral brains at 48 hours. In Fig. 4.9 we can
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appreciate how the average template keeps showing the same anatomical traits
as the individual template implying that those parts were properly aligned.
Another qualitative evaluation test was performed for a particular dataset:
Fig. 4.10 shows how gene expression nkx2.1a is warped by the non-rigid registra-
tion scheme in that particular case so that it follows the same anatomical location
in the template as it did in the original individual embryo.
4.4.2 Quantitative evaluation
A quantitative evaluation of our non-rigid registration scheme is a fundamental
step in order to optimize its performance (Lombardot et al. [2008]). We used the
ventral atlas at 48 hours as the benchmark where to run quantitative evaluation
tests. These tests consisted in measuring how well certain biologically-relevant
structures, annotated in both the individual brains and the template, are aligned
after the non-rigid warp according to certain evaluation criteria.
Manual segmentations of 3 relevant structures were annotated using ITK-
SNAP and supervised by expert biologists (Fig. 4.11):
• The forebrain outer border (BOR).
• The cross-shaped ventricles boundaries (CRO).
• The forebrain fibers (FIB).
These 3 structures were labeled both on the template and on three individual
brains. Different evaluation measures were considered to measure the distances
between each of the 3 annotated structures in the template and those in the
registered individual datasets:
• Maximum Haussdorf distance (HM).
• Mean Haussdorf distance (Hm).
• Volume overlap measured by the Jaccard index (JA,B = |A∩B||A∪B|).
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Figure 4.10: (a) Shows gene expression nkx2.1a together with the nuclei of the individ-
ual embryo where it was acquired. We can note this gene pattern is distributed along
the morphological border between the brain lobes. (b) Shows the same gene expres-
sion superimposed to the template nuclei after having undergone the initialization and
affine registration steps. We can note that the affine-registered gene expression does
not match the equivalent morphological border in the template whereas the non-rigid
warp solves this problem (c).
The maximum Haussdorf distance was only used for the forebrain outer bor-
ders (BOR) in the individuals and template. Regarding the cross-shaped ventricle
boundaries (CRO) and the forebrain fibers (FIB), just the Jaccard index (J ) and
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Figure 4.11: (a) Transversal orthoslice displaying the manual segmentations of the
4 biologically relevant structures considered for the method evaluation: brain outer
border (in red), ventricules border (in green) and fibers (in blue). (b) Volume rendering
of those annotated structures.
mean Haussdorf (Hm) distances were considered. In these cases, the complexity
and biological variability of these structures make the computation of the distance
between exactly equivalent points an ill-defined problem, while calculating global
measurements appears to be a more reliable evaluation. Because of that, when
measuring the maximum Haussdorf (HM), unstable and spurious measurements
that are not representative of the global behavior of the alignment algorithm
might appear. Therefore the mean Haussdorf distance (Hm) was preferred as it
provides a global measurement of distance
In order to optimize the results of our mapping framework and select the best
parameters, different registrations were run based on different parameters sets.
After each execution, the evaluation measures between the deformed annotated
structures from the individual embryos and those of the template were calculated.
The parameters to configure during this evaluation tests were:
• The registration metric. Two different metrics were tested: Mutual infor-
mation (MI ) and cross correlation after substraction of the local mean from
the image (PR).
• The transformation model. A nonlinear transformation model called Sym-
metric Normalization (SyN) (Avants et al. [2008]) was employed with dif-
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ferent optimizer steps sizes. A smaller step size is generally more accurate
but takes more time to compute and may not capture as much deformation
if the optimization gets trapped in a local minimum.
• The regularization term. A Gaussian regularization, with different kernel
sizes, was used to smooth the resulting deformation field in every iteration.
• Multi-resolution scheme. Three multi-resolution levels were employed con-
centrating most of the iterations on the two most downsampled and, there-
fore, less computationally-heavy scales.
The best performance was achieved using the PR cross correlation metric
with substraction of the local mean from the images using a 5 µm radius, the
SyN transformation model with an optimizer step of 0.5 µm, 3 multi-resolution
levels and a 100 µm Gaussian regularization. Only in specimen 3 results were
better using a regularization weight of 150 µm.
Tables 4.1-4.3 show the results after applying our non-rigid registration scheme
confirming the improvement in all the evaluation metrics compared to the initial
global alignment or to an affine registration scheme (Fig. 4.12). Indeed, the affine
pre-alignment did not always improve the results compared to the initialization.
Future refinements include dealing with border effects as they were generally
responsible for the maximum Haussdorf distances (HM) detected between the
forebrain borders (BOR).
This set of parameters, configured from our 3 benchmark cases, were used to
run the rest of registration instances (Fig.4.14).
4.5 Results: A gene expression atlas of the 48
hpf zebrafish brain
Applying the methodology described in section 4.3 and tuned in section 4.4.2, we
reconstructed a prototype of the dorsal and ventral atlas at 48 hours.
In the ventral side, we employed five datasets: One template and four different
individual embryos which were registered onto it, see Fig. 4.13. The ventral atlas
is then composed by eight different gene expression patterns: nkx2.1a, pax6a,
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Figure 4.12: The forebrain border (BOR) (a), the cross-shaped ventricles (CRO) (b)
and the forebrain fibers (FIB) (c) of the template (in red) compared to their corre-
sponding structures in one specimen after initialization (left column, in white), affine
registration (center column, in green) and non-rigid registration (right column, in blue).
White arrowheads point out areas with clear improvements of our non-rigid approach
compared to the initialization and affine schemes.
dlx2a, sim1, tbr1, rx3, six3b and dbx1a. The fact that two of these gene ex-
pressions, nkx2.1a and dlx2a, were repeated in different acquisitions will allow to
perform a study on gene expression inter-subject variability. A qualitative display
of this atlas can be observed in Fig. 4.14.
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dataset After initialization After affine After non-rigid metric
specimen1 10.03 µm 5.10 µm 3.15 µm
Hmspecimen2 13.94 µm 9.75 µm 7.13 µm
specimen3 11.25 µm 6.62 µm 3.99 µm
specimen1 34.35 µm 32.14 µm 23.38 µm
HMspecimen2 35.66 µm 33.41 µm 30.80 µm
specimen3 31.17 µm 25.58 µm 20.87 µm
specimen1 0.73 0.87 0.92
Jspecimen2 0.56 0.74 0.81
specimen3 0.65 0.79 0.88
Table 4.1: Evaluation metrics for the forebrain borders (BOR) after initialization, affine
pre-alignment and non-rigid registration.
dataset After initialization After affine After non-rigid metric
specimen1 4.65 µm 2.76 µm 1.50 µm
Hmspecimen2 5.54 µm 5.55 µm 2.91 µm
specimen3 1.90 µm 3.87 µm 1.73 µm
specimen1 0.06 0.17 0.30
Jspecimen2 0.02 0.07 0.10
specimen3 0.08 0.07 0.22
Table 4.2: Evaluation metrics for the cross-shaped ventricles (CRO) after initialization,
affine pre-alignment and non-rigid registration.
dataset After initialization After affine After non-rigid metric
specimen1 7.83 µm 5.49 µm 3.82 µm
Hmspecimen2 5.95 µm 9.23 µm 6.12 µm
specimen3 4.74 µm 5.45 µm 3.00 µm
specimen1 0.15 0.31 0.54
Jspecimen2 0.14 0.09 0.24
specimen3 0.13 0.19 0.45
Table 4.3: Evaluation metrics for the forebrain fibers (FIB) after initialization, affine
pre-alignment and non-rigid registration.
In the dorsal side, we employed two datasets: One template and one individual
embryo. The dorsal atlas was then composed by four different gene expressions:
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Figure 4.13: The presented workflow achieves a final alignment between the brain
template (in green) and the individual embryos (a-c).
nkx2.1a, pax6a, dlx2a and tbr1.
This atlas can be exploited by querying which gene patterns express in which
regions. For this purpose, a segmentation of the atlas template, as proposed
by Ronneberger et al. [2012] (Fig. 4.15a), could provide its regionalization into
distinct anatomical parts.
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Figure 4.14: Dorsal view of the eight aligned gene expressions, coming from the five
employed individual embryos, superimposed to the template nuclei (in white) at 48 hpf.
Scale bar 100 µm.
4.6 Discussion
We have designed and implemented a novel framework that specifically tackles
the gathering of gene expression data in late embryo brain development, a period
where the appearance of distinct morphological landmarks requires the use of
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Figure 4.15: (a) State-of-the-art atlases of gene expression in the brain limit co-
expression queries to tissular-level regions defined manually in the template according
to anatomical divisions (Ronneberger et al. [2012]). (b) Nuclei detection performed on
the ventral template dataset at 48 hours.
non-rigid transformation models to match different individuals into a common
template. Depth signal extinction, another common limitation to late devel-
opment studies, has been avoided by separating the atlasing strategy into two
different views, ventral and dorsal, which are processed separately to be later
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registered and fused together. In addition, this framework has been designed to
operate even with the most basic data acquisition procedure: no specific refer-
ential labeling is required for the registration procedure which relies only on the
nuclei staining channel and some initialization landmarks.
Even though a common strategy in literature (Peng et al. [2011], Ronneberger
et al. [2012]) consists in creating an average template (see Fig. 4.9), we opted
to employ an individual specimen as the template where to register the rest of
acquisitions. Although average templates have certain advantages, they display
smooth shapes and contours where other individuals can more easily fit, it would
not be possible for them to link the resulting atlas with a particular cell lineage.
This is the main reason why we decided to employ an individual template as we
eventually expect to make the cell lineage link with our atlas at earlier stages to
characterize the formation and regionalization of the hypothalamus and first th
positive neurons.
In future developments, in order to have the advantages from both approaches,
the individual template should be selected to be the specimen of the cohort that
minimizes the transformations required to map the rest of the population. Such a
prototypic individual would additionally allow working with a template for which
it is possible to extract a cell lineage.
So far, no real cellular level atlas of an organ at late developmental stages have
been released. Generally, this kind of atlases are limited to the tissular resolution,
that is to say, gene co-expressions can be only studied in some previously anno-
tated anatomical domains (Fig. 4.15a). We tested a nuclei detection algorithm
(Zanella et al. [2010]) on our images together with the interactive visualization
tool MovIt (Savy and Bioemergences [2013]) which allows to visually modify and
select the best set of parameters to obtain a satisfactory nuclei detection in the
developing brain. The visual inspection of the results revealed that nuclei detec-
tion was far from perfect in such a demanding scenario, where nuclei are highly
packed together (Fig. 4.15b). However, further work will be carried out in this
sense, including testing new cell extraction algorithms specialized in dense tissue
environments (Pop et al. [2013]). This strategy could open up the possibility to
perform multicellular-level gene expression queries to automatically characterize
the groups and dynamics of gene co-expression (section 3.7).
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Future work includes linking the resulting zebrafish brain gene expression re-
source to a powerful interactive visualization interface such as Atlas-IT to promote
the use of our strategies. Another future development may include setting up au-
tomatic landmark recognition schemes (Stern et al. [2011], Ronneberger et al.
[2012]) that can systematically recognize the morphologically distinct points re-
quired for initialization.
I will pause to consider this eternity from which the
subsequent ones derive.
Jorge Luis Borges
Chapter 5
A framework to link gene
expression data and cell lineage
from early to late zebrafish
development
5.1 Introduction
Understanding the role of gene expression in cell dynamics and morphogenetic
processes during the embryogenesis of living animals is a major challenge in bio-
medical research (Megason and Fraser [2007]). Capturing quantitative data of
gene expression in time and space at the cell resolution level becomes a crucial
step to fulfill this goal.
Achieving 3D quantitative genetic data at the cellular level has been ap-
proached by a few big projects (Lein et al. [2007], Fowlkes et al. [2008], Long et al.
[2009]) concerning different animal models: the mouse brain, the Drosophila or
the C. elegans.
Although the state of the art in gene expressions atlases is still 3D, we can
envision the extension of such strategies to 3D+time as a promising way to com-
bine temporal and spatial information, nuclei trajectories with genes levels of
expression, so that correlations between gene dynamics and cell dynamics can be
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explored.
Concerning the zebrafish (Danio rerio) model, the construction of a spa-
tiotemporal, 4D (3D+time) map of gene expression in zebrafish development
has challenging characteristics: at early developmental stages there are no clear
anatomical references, the whole development is not stereotyped at cellular level
as it is in C. elegans, and its embryogenesis complexity (cell morphology, mor-
phogenetic movements, etc.) is higher than in the Drosophila case.
Previous works on zebrafish include strategies to either create a 3D map of
gene expression levels (Castro et al. [2009], Ronneberger et al. [2012]) or to recon-
struct an in toto global description of cell dynamics (Keller et al. [2008], Olivier
et al. [2010]). However, these two separate concepts had never been previously
combined.
In this chapter, we first introduce a proof-of-concept experiment which inte-
grates a quantification of the gene expression products and their cellular location
together with a 3D+time (Bao et al. [2006]) cell tracking (section 5.4). As a re-
sult, we get a complete (x, y, z, t, g) description of each embryo cell (Megason and
Fraser [2003]). Additionally, we also introduce a preliminary attempt to construct
a 3D+time atlas by registering 3D gene expressions into an in vivo acquisition of
a living specimen (section 5.5). As a result, we get a complete (x, y, z, t, g1, ..., gN)
description of each embryo cell. These strategies merge gene expression data with
the lineage tree of a living specimen and allow to correlate gene pattern combi-
nations with cell fate. With simple modifications, this systematic analysis could
be easily extended to other developing stages and genetic expressions.
To this end, we employed time-lapse, confocal, bi-photon laser scanning mi-
croscopy with the aim of observing the spatial location and in vivo evolution of
zebrafish nuclei during the gastrulation period (Kimmel et al. [1995]) from 6 to
9 hours post fertilization (hpf). During this period, the transcriptional factor
we focus on -named goosecoid (gsc)- starts its expression at the dorsal side to
progressively migrate up to the animal pole leading to the dorsal axis formation
(Fig. 5.1).
This chapter is organized as follows: section 5.2 depicts the different datasets
employed. Section 5.3 shows the general framework and describes the computa-
tional methods devoted to cell detection, cell tracking, gene quantification and in
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situ to in vivo data registration. These prospective methodological tools consti-
tute a step towards studying how gene expressions influence cell dynamics and
differentiation. To this end, we set up two different experiments: 1) In section
5.4, we started by dealing with one transgenic line, that is, an in vivo dataset
stained to reveal the live evolution of both one gene product together and the
embryo nuclei. The application of gene expression quantification together with
cellular tracking techniques constituted the first tentative in literature fusing lin-
eage and gene expression dynamics, both in terms of global cell behavior and
particular migration of 10 representative cells. 2) Section 5.5 describes an intro-
ductory framework towards the integration of further gene expression products
so that a more comprehensive study about the influence of synexpression groups
on cell dynamics can be overtaken. In this sense, we implemented a tentative
workflow that matches in situ gene expressions resources (3D atlases) into an in
vivo 3D+time specimen. Finally, we discuss the results and future work related
to this line of research.
5.2 Dataset description
We employ two different types of microscopy data in this chapter: One in vivo
dataset depicting a complete living embryo and several in situ datasets depicting
embryo portions fixed for a particular developmental stage.
The in vivo image dataset was acquired by a bi-photon confocal laser scanning
microscope Leica SP5 with a 10X objective and 1030nm and 980nm laser light
excitation which resulted in two differentiated channels: one holding the egfp
expression in the zebrafish (a live reporter of gene goseecoid (gsc)), the other
holding the embryo nuclei. We developed a new GFP transgenic line to label
the egfp expression, while the nuclei were labeled with a H2bmCherry mRNA
injection. The resulting 3D stacks are composed of a set of 2D images, homoge-
neously spaced in depth, acquired in the XY plane from the animal pole. Image
size was 512x512x245 voxels with a voxel resolution of 1.51x1.51x1.51 µm. The
repetition of this imaging process once every 2m44secs generated a sequence in
time depicting the embryo in vivo development between 6 and 9 hpf (Fig. 5.1).
The in situ image datasets are the same as those employed for the construction
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Figure 5.1: Depiction of a live zebrafish embryo acquired in vivo. Nuclei (top) and egfp
(bottom) channels are shown at 6, 7.5 and 9 hpf.
of the 3D gene expression atlas resource (see section 3.2). In particular, we make
use of the embryo cohorts fixed for three different developmental stages at 5.3,
6 and 6.3 hpf. These embryos were also acquired by a bi-photon confocal laser
scanning microscope and labeled to reveal three channels: one holds the embryo
nuclei whereas the two others hold two different in situ gene expressions, one of
which it is always the referential gsc pattern.
5.3 Methodology
We propose a computational framework to quantify cellular position and gene
expression levels throughout early zebrafish embryogenesis captured over a time-
lapse series of in vivo 3D images.
Our strategy involves nuclei detection, cell geometries extraction, automatic
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gene levels quantification and cell tracking to reconstruct cell trajectories and
the lineage tree. We also include a strategy to register in situ gene expressions
into in vivo embryos. Each cell in the embryo is then precisely described at each
given time t by a vector composed of the cell 3D spatial coordinates (x, y, z) along
with its gene expression level g. This comprehensive description of the embryo
development is used to assess the general connection between genetic expression
and cell movement. We also investigate genetic expression propagation between
a cell and its progeny in the lineage tree.
5.3.1 Nuclei detection and tracking
We performed a cell nuclei detection based on the numerical solution of a 3D
nonlinear advection-diffusion equation proposed by Drblikova et al. [2007]. Given
the set of identified nuclei, Melani et al. [2007] implemented an iterative greedy
algorithm that builds the cell lineage tree as follows: The vector field of every
image It is computed by registering it into next image It+1. Based on this vector
field, it is possible to predict the position of each detected nuclei at It in It+1,
then assign the closest detected nuclei in t + 1 to be the continuation of its
trajectory. Mitosis are identified by the Hough transform, which detects dividing
nuclei -which are not longer spherical-, and by the presence at It+1 of two nearest-
neighbors. After visual inspection, the experts assessed the classification to have
at least a 95% of correctly tracked cells per time step.
5.3.2 Cell lineage validation
We used the visualization tool Mov-It (Savy and Bioemergences [2013]) which was
specifically designed to visualize and validate the described data. Its validation
unit includes the possibility of correcting false positives (removing nuclei), false
negatives (adding nuclei) and adjusting nuclei positions, Fig. 5.2. It is also
possible to verify cells lineage by validating the links between their temporal
trajectories, removing false mitosis, creating new links to manually added nuclei,
etc.
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Figure 5.2: Validating nuclei detection and tracking with Mov-IT. Wrong nuclei detec-
tion and progeny links can be annotated (red arrowhead), corrected (green arrowhead)
or added (blue arrowhead).
5.3.3 Cell geometries extraction
Given that our dataset did not dispose of membrane images, we used the detected
nuclei centers as seeds to generate their corresponding Voronoi regions within
the embryo volume. The Voronoi region associated to each nuclei ni can be
described as the set of points which are closer to ni than to any other nuclei,
(Fig. 5.3). Luengo-Oroz et al. [2008] showed that these Voronoi regions can
provide an approximate model of the true cell geometries.
5.3.4 Automatic gene quantification
We assumed the gene expression level to be proportional to the fluorescence
brightness within the embryo. Therefore, our approach was to use the mean
intensity value of the gsc channel within each segmented cell in order to assign
them a genetic activity score ranging from 0 to 1. However, there are many
factors that can significantly bias these scores. In consequence, we performed two
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Figure 5.3: The left panel shows (from top to bottom, from left to right) the transversal,
coronal, sagittal views and volume rendering of the raw nuclei (white) and detected
centers (red) whereas the right channel displays the associated Voronoi segmentation.
kinds of normalization: first, in order to compensate for differences on the depth
extinction and object transparency, we weighted our cell scores by the luminosity
of their corresponding nuclei (which is supposed to be stable for every nucleus).
Then, to enable comparison across the time-lapse acquisition, we applied an intra-
step temporal normalization, meaning that values assigned to each cell were not
absolute but dependent on how they rated against the rest of the cells present at
their same time stage.
5.3.5 Registration of a 3D atlas into a 3D+time template
In chapter 3, we described a general workflow, Match-IT, that can achieve the
alignment of any analyzed specimen specimen into a referential individual or tem-
plate. In that case, both analyzed specimens and template were acquired in situ,
that is to say, they were fixed to a particular developmental stage.
Here, we extend the Match-IT workflow so that the in situ analyzed specimens
employed in chapter 3 can be integrated onto a living template acquired in vivo,
see Fig. 5.8a-b. First, for each of the 6 developmental stages to which the
different in situ analyzed embryos belong, we identified a corresponding time-
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lapse point in the live template. Then, we employed Match-IT to register each
cohort of analyzed specimens to their corresponding time-lapse point in the live
template. The nuclei and the gsc channel were used to guide the alignment
procedure performed by Match-IT (section 3.3). However, in this case, we dispose
of in situ gsc expression in the case of the analyzed embryos, but not in the in vivo
template where a transgenic egfp line was revealed. Having previously assessed
the correspondence at early developmental stages between in situ gsc expression
and its corresponding in vivo egfp reporter (section 3.7.1), we could use this live
transgenic line as the proper referential to guide, together with the embryo shape,
the Match-IT registration algorithm.
5.4 Integration of gene expression quantification
and cell tracking in vivo
This experiment, which aims at describing each cell by its position at the (x, y, z, t, g)
space, includes two main schemes (Fig. 5.4): 1) An automatic genetic quantifi-
cation scheme that provides us information about the levels of expression of one
gene, egfp, and its location in time and space and 2) An automatic lineage recon-
struction scheme that provides each embryo cell progeny and trajectory which
can be visually validated. This methodology will be tested in the expression pat-
tern of transcriptional factor (egfp) through the gastrulation process between 6
and 9 hours post fertilization (hpf). The Mov-IT visualization platform (Savy
and Bioemergences [2013]) was employed to label and verify the trajectories of
10 clones (10 cells together with all their progeny) which were used to study in
detail the evolution of cell speed and gsc expression throughout the cell lineage
(sections 5.4.1-5.4.2).
5.4.1 Results: Statistical global patterns
Following the scheme depicted in Fig. 5.4 our gene quantification strategy was
employed to obtain measures of the egfp levels of expression at every cell detected
between 6 and 9 hpf. Likewise, our cell tracking strategy let us compute the
current speed and direction of each cell during that period (Fig. 5.5). After
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram depicting the in vivo gene quantification and cell tracking
framework.
comparing both egfp expression and cell speed, we can observe (Fig. 5.5) that
movements towards the dorsal side -the location where egfp starts its expression-
begin with cells placed at the opposite ventral side which did not express egfp
at first. However, as time goes by, we can appreciate there is an increasing
connection between those cells expressing egfp and those moving quickly together
to the animal pole.
Studying cells speed vectors altogether with their levels of egfp expression
pointed out that cells expressing egfp tend to move faster and collectively. Their
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Figure 5.5: Top row : egfp levels of expression, each colored dot stands up for one cell.
Bottom row : Speed modules, each colored dot stands up for one current cell whereas
the colored lines represent their future positions. Views are taken from underneath the
animal pole.
speed vectors steered up coordinate and progressively from bottom to top as the
egfp expression evolved from the dorsal side to the animal pole. In this sense, we
could imagine the egfp expression as a ”passenger” that walks ahead inside the
”train” composed by the migrating cells.
5.4.2 Results: Linking lineage and cell gene expression
Ten clones, chosen to representatively sample the population of migrating cells,
were manually validated and labeled, including the six children derived from their
mitosis, in order to accurately illustrate the evolution of egfp expression and cell
speed across the lineage tree. Fig. 5.6 shows the complete cell trajectories of
the corrected cells indicating their respective starting and ending points. Some
representative results, shown in Fig. 5.7, indicate the fact that the level of gene
expression is not constant throughout the cell life. In particular, Fig. 5.7a shows
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Figure 5.6: Complete trajectories of the 10 validated cells from their start (s) at 6hpf
to their end (e) at 9hpf. View taken from underneath the animal pole.
3 cell trajectories with no mitosis: Cell 1, placed at the head of the migrating
population shows a strong egfp expression from the beginning at 6 hpf to later on
decay when the gene has already reached the animal pole at 9 hpf. Cell 9, placed
in the middle of the migrating population, only shows egfp transcriptional activity
during a short period, centered around 7.5 hpf, to rapidly decay afterwards when
the egfp pattern moves ahead into the animal pole. Cell 10, placed at the tail of
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Figure 5.7: Relationship between the levels of egfp expression and speed.
the migrating population only starts to timidly show egfp activity around 8 hpf
when it flocks into the rear part of the egfp domain. In the three cases we can
see a connection between their levels of egfp expression and their speed modules.
Fig. 5.7b shows cell 5 undergoing mitosis at 6.7 hpf. Being placed on the margin
of the egfp domain, one of the children cells starts expressing egfp and completes
its migration to the animal pole whereas the other do not show any expression
and ends up moving slower and finishing its migration earlier. Finally, Fig. 5.7c
shows cell 7 undergoing mitosis at 6.7 hpf as well. Being placed on the central
area of the egfp domain, both children show similar levels of egfp expression and
follow resembling speeds and trajectories to the animal pole in this case.
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These cases suggest that propagation of the egfp expression does not follow a
clonal behavior but it is rather dynamical since one cell can turn on and off the
gene along its life. Therefore, the gene evolution in time can not be adequately
mimicked by just propagating its expression through the cell tracking. In other
words, egfp level of expression is neither constant nor restricted to the same cell
population during the embryo development and do not strictly follow a clonal
descendance behavior.
5.5 Integration of 3D gene expression atlases
into 3D+time digital models
In section 5.4 we describe how to integrate the cell lineage with one gene expres-
sion in a live transgenic line. In this section, we introduce a new experiment for
combining multiple gene expressions with the lineage tree. In particular, in this
experiment we aimed at registering an early 3D atlas of in situ gene expression
(see section 3.5) into the in vivo embryo described in section 5.2 which acts as
a live template (Fig. 5.9). We opted for this 3D-to-4D registration methodology
as it would allow us to profit the wealth of 3D repositories of gene expressions
available.
In particular, we focus on the last three developmental stages of the 3D early
atlas: 5.3, 6 and 6.3 hpf. Registration of the 3D atlas onto an in-vivo dataset
(Fig. 5.8) was performed according to methodology presented in section 5.3. In
total, 8 different gene expressions, coming from 24 different in situ embryos, were
matched to the three corresponding developmental stages in the live template.
This way, we have the means to study the extent to which gene propagation
mechanisms are related to cell descendants (section 5.5.1).
5.5.1 Results: Relating cell lineage to gene propagation
and co-expression
Transforming the 3D in situ gene expressions onto the in vivo template space
permits to assess the selection of nuclei considered positive for each expression
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Figure 5.8: Block diagram depicting the integration of a 3D atlas into a 3D+time
template. The gene expressions labeled at different analyzed embryos (a), which are
acquired in situ for two fixed developmental stages (6 and 6.3 hpf), are registered with
the Match-IT workflow (see section 3.3) into the in vivo template (b). (c) Depicts the
3D+time propagation of the gene expression domains across the template cell lineage.
(section 3.3.4), and then, explore the co-expression between different gene prod-
ucts and visualize how this co-expression evolves in time across the progeny links.
In fact, making a virtual propagation of the 8 in situ gene expression patterns
at 5.3 hpf through the template cell lineage tree, makes it possible to compare
how the resulting domains compare to the real gene expression patterns obtained
from registering the in situ specimens at 6 and 6.3 hpf (Fig. 5.11). In other
words, this methodology provides the means to answer the following question:
Does gene expression propagate following a ”progeny-based” behavior along the
cell lineage tree?.
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Figure 5.9: Registration of in situ gene expressions onto an in vivo specimen. Top row:
Volume rendering of in situ gene expressions oep (in red) and tbx16 (in green) super-
imposed to the in vivo template nuclei (in yellow) at 5.3 (a) and 6.3 (b) hpf. Bottom
row: Atlas-IT visualization of the nuclei selection positive for both gene expressions
(oep ∪ tbx16, in white) together with the co-expression set (oep ∩ tbx16, in red). Views
are taken from the dorsal side (left) and from the vegetal pole (right). Scale bar 100
µm.
To this end, we selected 44 cells whose trajectories had been automatically
tracked entirely from 5.3 to 6.3 hpf (Fig. 5.10). For each of these 44 cells, we can
then check, at different times of their development, whether they were considered
positive or not for each of the matched in situ gene expressions at 5.3, 6 and
6.3 hpf. If gene propagation mechanisms are strictly tied to progeny links, a cell
detected to be positive for a gene expression either at 5.3, 6 or 6.3 hpf should
also be positive for that expression at the rest of developmental times. However,
our first preliminary results indicate that this premise does not hold true for the
analyzed genes: most of the 44 cells under study did not keep a stable expression
along the lineage, not only in the case of gsc, as seen in previous section 5.4, but
also for all the other mapped genes, see examples for the oep, ntla or tbx16 in
Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Representation in Atlas-IT of the spatio-temporal trajectories of 44
cells entirely tracked from 5.3 to 6.3 hpf. During this period cells migrate to the dorsal
margin prior to their internalization during the gastrulation process. (b) Lineage tree
corresponding to these 44 cells.
Figure 5.11: Left panel shows 24 template nuclei (in red) which were found to be
positive for in situ tbx16 expression at 5.3 hpf. Central panel shows the propagation
of this expression along the selected 24 nuclei trajectories from 5.3 to 6.3 hpf. Right
panel shows the 15 progeny nuclei at 6.3 hpf which were included in the in situ tbx16
domain registered at this time point (in red) together with the 9 progeny nuclei which
were not determined positive for this in situ tbx16 expression (in white).
5.6 Conclusions and discussion
We have proposed a computational framework to automatically extract all cells
trajectories and their progeny as well as their quantitative levels of expression of
gsc in a zebrafish embryo undergoing gastrulation between 6 and 9 hpf. We have
also registered 8 in situ gene expressions to a live template specimen at three
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Figure 5.12: Levels of expression of four different gene products -gsc, oep, ntla and
tbx16 - measured for 44 cells at three different developmental stages -5.3, 6 and 6.3 hpf-
of their tracked lineage trees.
different developmental stages: 5.3, 6 and 6.3 hpf. This strategy is generic and
could be applied to further gene products and developmental stages in an attempt
to link gene expression from early (chapter 3) to late (chapter 4) embryogenesis.
Similarly, it should also be applicable to public in situ gene expression databases
such as the Berkeley Drosophila or the Allan Mouse Brain.
The resulting knowledge of the (x, y, z, t, g1...gN) space let us establish impli-
cations about how genetic expression relates to cell dynamics and descendants.
For instance, we obtained hints suggesting that gsc gene expression is not deter-
ministically attached to progeny links (section 5.4.2). Indeed, it appeared that
gene expression does not exclusively follow cell lineage. Therefore, just propa-
gating gene expression through the tracked itineraries of detected cells does not
seem to be an accurate way to model its domain evolution. We also could analyze
the correlation between cell migration speed and levels of gene expression.
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An interesting future line in this sense would consist in correlating cell popu-
lations positive for gene expression with other kinematic and mechanical descrip-
tors apart from the speed (Blanchard et al. [2009], Pastor-Escuredo et al. [2012],
Garcia-Ojalvo and Martinez Arias [2012]) that should be extracted from the cell
tracking.
Future work includes the development of algorithms that can automatically
identify equivalent developmental times between in situ embryos and in vivo
templates by comparison of their corresponding egfp labeling.
The proposed strategy mapping a 3D atlas into a 3D+time template has a
limited scope as it serves to assess whether gene expression propagates following
a clonal behavior and to quantify the difference between cell and gene expres-
sion dynamics at discrete time points. In order to overcome this limitations, a
3D+time to 3D+time registration methodology should be developed to match
various in vivo specimens in order to compose a fully spatio-temporal atlas of
gene expression. This novel paradigm will have to deal with new methodological
and conceptual issues such as the temporal synchronization of embryos develop-
ing at different paces and the composition of a statistical, ”average” lineage tree.
The resulting 3D+time atlas would serve to assess how cell fate is modulated by
a particular gene expression profile.
I found myself in the position of that child in a story
who noticed a bit of string and -out of curiosity- pulled
on it to discover that it was just the tip of a very long
and increasingly thick string [...] and kept bringing out
wonders beyond reckoning.
Benoˆıt Mandelbrot
Chapter 6
Contributions
6.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this work are listed below:
• New generic computational workflows that allow combining several mi-
croscopy images of zebrafish embryos containing gene expression patterns
into one single quantitative digital model. Specific atlas reconstruction
strategies have been developed for the early and late zebrafish embryoge-
nesis stages, depending on the availability of anatomical references in the
specimens and based upon rigid and deformable image registration tech-
niques.
• A new dedicated software platform devoted to visualize and validate the
multi-dimensional data of gene expression atlases with cellular resolution.
This tool is generic for different animal models and developmental stages.
It allows exploring visually raw image data and associated digital segmenta-
tions, selections of individual cells positive for a certain gene expression and
querying the atlas for co-expression domains. This platform is currently in
use at the Institut de Neurobiologie Alfred Fessard (CNRS, France) and
has been made freely available to the scientific community.
• A generic set of new analysis algorithms and quantitative measurements
devoted to mine digital gene expression atlases. In particular, we have
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introduced clustering techniques that automatically group individual cells
according to their gene expression profiles and link this information to their
anatomical location. Similarly, we have applied clustering techniques to
gene expression dynamics (3D+time shapes) in order to extract gene ex-
pression families which co-express jointly in space and time. We have also
established the new concept of gene expression entropy as a compact way
to measure the global gene expression complexity and its evolution through
time.
• Two gene expression atlases have been constructed and will be made freely
available to the scientific community (release planned during 2013), consti-
tuting the first atlas gathering cellular-level gene expression data in early
vertebrate embryogenesis and an easily-extendable resource for the study
of zefrafish brain development:
1. A gene atlas of early embryogenesis depicting the spatio-temporal evo-
lution of 8 gene expression domains extracted from 51 individuals dur-
ing 6 developmental stages evenly distributed between 4.3 and 6.3 hpf.
2. A gene atlas of late brain development depicting the spatial regional-
ization of 8 gene expression domains extracted from 5 individuals at
48 hpf.
• A proof-of-concept framework to explore new strategies towards a 3D+time
(4D) gene expression atlas. We have integrated gene expression data and
the cell lineage tree by performing the digital reconstruction of a transgenic
zebrafish specimen showing both gene and cell nuclei information. In addi-
tion, we have demonstrated the feasibility of integrating a 3D gene expres-
sion atlas resource into a 3D+time individual acquired in vivo. This novel
approach opens the possibility of assessing the influence of gene patterning
on cellular fate by integrating gene expression data in the cell lineage tree.
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In the short term, a special focus will be given to the technology transfer of the
current research work. As mentioned in previous chapters, a public release of
the image-fusion tool (Match-IT), the atlas visualization software (Atlas-IT) and
the gene expression cartographies generated is ready to be made. This release
has been planned keeping in mind the current trend in the bioimage informatics
field towards open-source software and reproducibility (Cardona and Tomancak
[2012], Carpenter et al. [2012]). Further integration of these tools within existing
processing platforms such as Bioemergences1, Icy (de Chaumont et al. [2012]) or
Fiji (Schindelin et al. [2012]) could also be an obvious expansion of the present
work.
Concerning the 3D early embryogenesis atlas, future work includes adapting
the processing pipeline for the use of multiplexed in situ hybridization acquisitions
(Choi et al. [2010]) in order to speed up the inclusion of multiple gene products
in the atlas database. The expansion of the current early developmental atlas to
later stages, up to 10 hpf, it is also foreseen as well as its application to other
embryo stains different from wild type specimens (e.g. zoep mutants). This
will allow running comparisons on how the gene expressions in wild type and
mutant specimens differ in time and space. Additionally, the implementation of a
gene quantification scheme (Crombach et al. [2012a], Dubuis et al. [2013]) could
overcome the current binary, segmentation-based approach by providing fuzzy,
quantitative measurements of gene expression levels. However, these strategies
pose serious challenges on how to make robust, comparable quantifications across
different embryos, with different staining and imaged under different acquisition
conditions. Lastly, the gene expression data contained in the 3D atlas could be
used to model both pattern formation under genetic regulation (Doursat [2008])
and the underlying gene regulatory network (GRN) of the zebrafish (Crombach
et al. [2012b], Peter et al. [2012]).
Concerning the atlas of the developing zebrafish brain, future work includes
the labelization of the template brain so that the analysis algorithms introduced
in section 3.7 can be applied to mine the resource and make correlations be-
1http://bioemergences.iscpif.fr
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tween gene expression and brain parcellation. Additionally, the resulting im-
age database is planned to be linked to the interactive visualization interface
Atlas-IT. Future developments may also include the implementation of machine-
learning techniques to automatically recognize the anatomical landmarks (Stern
et al. [2011], Ronneberger et al. [2012]) that guide the initial alignment between
different specimens. Given that our methods are labeling-independent, their ap-
plication to further labeling techniques, such as Brainbow (Livet et al. [2007]),
could also be considered in the future.
Finally, concerning the integration of 3D atlases with 3D+time acquisitions,
an interesting future line in this area consists in correlating gene expression
cellular-level selections with other kinematic (e.g. the speed) and mechanical
descriptors (Blanchard et al. [2009], Pastor-Escuredo et al. [2012], Garcia-Ojalvo
and Martinez Arias [2012]) that could be extracted from the cell tracking or the
optical flow (Amat et al. [2013]).
Additionally, the development of schemes that can automatically recognize
corresponding developmental stages between different embryos would be a great
step forward to ease registration between in situ individuals and in vivo templates.
This is just an example showing how working with 3D+time atlases will also imply
the future use of techniques operating directly in the 4D space (Luengo-Oroz et al.
[2012]).
This kind of schemes will contribute to the achievement of the next big chal-
lenge in this area: The development of 3D+time to 3D+time registration methods
which could directly align different in vivo transgenic lines acquired by time-lapse
microscopy. This innovative methodology will face major unresolved questions:
how to map and integrate spatio-temporal embryos which develop at different
paces?, how to compose a statistical lineage tree from the different cell tracking
graphs generated at each individual?, how to deal with the great amount of data
generated by each live acquisition?. In this sense, it would be interesting to use
of an ”intelligent” microscope (Conrad et al. [2011]) that, depending on the feed-
back from automatic algorithms, can adaptably focus on just certain groups of
cells or events of interest.
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